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olbout the theme .... Since 195 2 
i.J an election year, tke Mall JeciJeJ 
to ba.Je tlie tkeme ol tlie yearbook 
arounJ t/ie government. U/iu.J y_ou 
will be al,le to .Jee the [.acuity riding
tke Congre.J.Jional Urolley, wki[e an 
election paraJe marclie.J tliroug/i 
t/ie page.J ol your 6ook. 1/_ou will 
notice tkat t/ie u.J ual lieading.J ,.1ucli 
a.J 9eature.J, Club.1, etc., liave all 
been given new name.J pertaining 
to tke government. We liave done 
tki.J in orJer to make your 6ook more 
Ji.Jtinctive anJ enjogal,le. We 
hope !I ou Like it . 






To Mrs. Virginia Jarman, for her cheerful efficiency, 
for her kindliness, and for the personal attention that she 
gives oil students, this book is gratefully dedicated. 
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DON ALLEN--"He who has patience may 
compass anything.'' 
Movie Operators Club 1, 
Chess Club 2, 3, 4, 
Hi-Y 3, 
Bridge Club 4. 
RALPH ALLEN--"Very little is needed to make 
a happy life." 
Entered 2, 
Hi-Y 2, 
Movie Operators Club 4, 
ELEANOR ALMAN--"There is no joy but 
colm.11 
Class Sec'y Treas. 1, 
Band 1, 
Travel Club 1, 
Pep Comm. 2, 4, 
h\on i tors 3, 
Social Comm. 3, 
Bridge Club 3, 4, 
Red Cross 4, 
Highlander 4. 
ROBERT ANSON--"He looks serious, but yo, 
can never tell. 11 
Entered 2, 
Basketball 2, 3, 4, 
Hi-Y 2, 
Movie Operators Club 4, 
"S" Club 4. 




Band 2, 3, 
Pep Comm. 2, 4, 
Orchestra 2, 
G. A. A. 2, 
Bridge Club 3, 4, 
Prom Gen, Chair. 3, 
Social Comm. 3, 
Homeroom Sec'y 3, 4, 
Red Cross 4, 
Monitors 4, 
Class Sec'y 4, 
Homecomi!'lg Court 4, 
Knitting Club 4, 
Sweetheart 4. 
8 
EVA AUBE--"Here's to the girl with a heart 
and smile, who makes the bubble of life 
worth while." 
Modern Dence 1, 2, 3, 4, 
Red Cross 1, 2, 3, 4, 
Red Cross Chair. 4, 
1-iionitors 2, 3, 4; Pres. Monitors 4, 
Blue and Gold Revue 1, 2, 3, 4, 
Homeroom Treas. 3, 
Pres. Masquers 3, 
Christmas Play 3, 
Homeroom Sec'y 3, 
Social Comm. 4, 
Pep Comm. 4, 
Student Counci I 4, 
D. A. R. Pilgrim 4. 
JACK BEHRENS--"Such and so various are the 
tastes of men. 11 
Entered 2, 
Band 2, 3, 4, 
Swing Club 2, 
Tennis 3, 4, 
Monitors 3, 4, 
Pep Comm. 4. 
JUDY BILLS--"Something sterling that will 
stay when gold and silver rot awoy.11 
Student Counci I 1, 
Bridge 1, 4, 
tv\onitors 2, 3, 4, 
Pep Comm. I, 4, 
h\odern Dance 2, 
Knitting Club 3, 
Uke Club 3, 
Sweetheart 1 • 
RICHARD BOMMERSBACH--"Good things come 
in smal I packages. 
11 
Entered 2, 
Movie Operators Club 2, 3, 4, 
Hi-Y 4. 
TODD BORST--"So much do I love wandering." 
Entered 2, 
Homeroom Pres. 3, 
Student Council 3, 
Movie Operators Club 4, 
Life-Saving 4. 
JAMES BOWEN-"You shall never take him 
without on answer unless you take him 
without his tongue. 11 
Track l, 2, 
Ensemble Club l, 2, 4, 
Swing Club 2, 
Masquers 3, 4, 
Tennis 3, 4, 
Westernaires 4, 
Band l, 2, 3, 4. 
BRUCE BROWN--"Born with the gift of 
laughter and a sense that the world is 
mod.11 
Football l, 2, 3, 
Track l, 2, 
Movie Operators Club 3, 
11$11 Club 4. 
SANDY BUCK--"She hos on honest laughter." 
Entered 2, 
Masquers Club 2, 
Homeroom Pres. 3, 
Student Counci I 3, 
Pep Comm. 3, 4, 
Assembly Comm. 3, 
Social Comm. 3, 
Knitting Club 3, 4. 
DOROTHY CARTLAND--"lf she's a friend of 
yours depend on her. 11 
Bridge Club l, 
Masquers Club l, 
Pep Comm. l, 
Homeroom Pres. 1, 3, 
Student Counci I l , 3, 
Highlights Club l, 2, 3, 4, 
Highlights 2, 3, 4, 
Modern Dance 2, 3, 4, 
Blue and Gold Revue 3, 4, 
Choir 4, 
Red Cross 4, 
Highlander. 
CAROL CESSNA--"Great is truth. Fire 
cannot burn, nor water drown it. 11 
Band l, 2, 3, 4, 
Debate l, 2, 4, 
Photography Club l, 
Highlights Club l, 2, 3, 
Highlights 2, 3, 
Blue and Gold Revue l, 2, 3, 4, 
Pep Band 2, 3, 4, 
Pep Comm. 4, 
Ensemble 4. 
9 
KEN COBB--"Good will is the mightiest 
practical force in the universe. '1 
Swim Club l, 
Movie Operators Club l, 
Track l, 
Cafeteria 1, 
"S" Club 2, 
Football 3, 
Basketball 4. 
JOANNE DAUGHERTY--"Moderation, the 
noblest gift of Heaven." 
Y Teens l, 2, 
Modern Dance 1 , 
Social Dance 2, 
Travel Club 3, 
Band 3, 4, 
Knitting Club 4. 
ROBERT DeHAAN--"Care is the enemy of life." 
Orchestra 1, 2, 
Ensemble 1, 
Uke Club 2, 
Chess Club 3, 4. 
RUTH DeHAAN--"Girls blush, sometimes, 
because they ore alive." 
Creative Writing 1, 
Social Dance 1, 
Y Teens 2, 
Pre Nurses 3, 
Knitting Club 3, 4, 
Class Treas. 4. 
BRUCE DILLON--"Life is worth living still." 
Entered 2, 
Study Club 2, 3, 
Games Club 3, 
Student Council 4. 




Bridge Club l, 
Tennis l, 2, 3; Capt. 4, 
Monitors 2, 3, 4, 
Basketball 2, 3, 
"5" Club 3 
Social Com�. 4, 
Assembly Camm. 4, 
Highlander 4. 
LILLA ANN ELIET--"Nathing great was ever 
achieved without enthusiasm. 11 
Masquers 1, 3, 4, 
Modern Dance l, 3, 4, 
Bridge Club 2, 
Social Comm. 2, 3, 4, 
G. A. A. 3, 
Spring Play 3, 
Monitors 3, 4, 
Finnettes 3, 4, 
Red Crass 4, 
Pep Camm. 4, 
Blue and Gold Revue 3, 4, 
Highlander 4. 
TED EMERSON--"Whatever's worth doing is 
worth doing well.'1 
Basketball l, 2, 3, 4, 
Baseball l, 2, 3, Capt. 4, 
Football 2, 3, 4, 
Student Council l, 2, Pres. 4, 
Monitors 2, 3, 
Class Pres. 2, 
Class Vice Pres. 3, 
"5" Club Pres. 3, 
C. A. S. M. S. C. Pres. 4, 
Sweetheart 3. 
DICK FORWARD--"He professes to be a 
woman hater. 11 
Baseball l, 2, 
Basketball 1, 2, 
Footbal I 2, 
Track 2, 3, 
Band 2, 3, Pres. 4, 
Movie Operators Club 2, 
Student Counci I 4, 
Westernoires 3, 4, 
Uke Club 3. 
CAROLYN FOX--"Oh, 'tis jesting, dancing, 
singing spins the heavy world around. 11 
Chair 1, 3, 4, 
Blue and Gold Revue l, 2, 3, 4, 
Modern Dance 1, 2, 3, 4, 
Bridge Club 2, 
Social Comm. 2, 4, 
Masquers 3, 
Homeroom Sec'y Treas. 3, 
Highlights 4, 
Pep Comm. 4, 
Highlander 4. 
10 
CLARE GEMRICH--"Droll and witty, withal is 
she; yet good sense along with wit, you see." 
Bridge Club 1, 2, 
Homeroom Vice Pres. l, 
Monitors 2, 3, 4, 
Student Counc i I 1 , T reos. 4, 
Blue and Gold Revue 3, 4, 
Christmas Play 3, 
Finnettes 3, 4, 
,',Aodern Dance 3, 
Masquers 4, 
Spring Play 4. 
SUZANNE GILBERT--"lndividuality is the salt 
of common life.11 
Homeroom Vice Pres. l, 3, 
Masquers l, 
French Club 1, 
Homeroom Pres. 2, 
Bridge Club 2, 
Student Council l, 2, 3, 
Highlights 3, 4, 
Debate 4, 
Highlander 4, 
Blue and Gold Revue 2. 
FRANK GOODRICH --"He's a gentleman; look 
at his boots.11 
Entered 2, 
Hi-Y 2, Pres. 3, 
Chess Club 2, 
Student Council 3, 4, 
Homeroom Pres. 4, 
Homeroom Vice Pres. 3, 
Class Treas. 3, 
Monitors 3, 
Tennis 3, 4, 
"5" Club 4. 
BEVERLY GRIGGS--"Good health and good 
sense are two of life's greatest blessings." 
Bridge Club 1, 
Chess and Checkers 2, 
Homeroom Sec 1y Treas. 2, 
G. A. A. 1, 2, 3, 
Uke Club 3, 
Knitting 3, 4, 
Y Teens 2, 
Social Comm. 4, 
Red Cross 4, 
Pep Comm. 4, 
Queen of Hearts 4. 
GEORGE HAGER--"What is well done is done 
soon enough. 11 
Nature Club 1, 2, 
Track 1, 2, 
Bandl,2,3, 
Football l, 2, 3, Capt. 4, 
"5" Club 2, 3, 
Student Council 3, Vice Pres. 4. 
LOIS HARVEY--"Words of truth and 
soberness. 1 1 
Entered 2, 
Nurse 3, 
Bridge 3, 4, 
Monitor 4, 
· Square Dancing 4. 
NORMAN HARVEY--"Araund the world by 
radio.11 
Swing Club 1, 3, 
Checkers 1, 2, 
Westernaires 4, 
Life-Saving 4. 
SALLY HAYWARD--"Lough and the world 
laughs with you." 
G. A. A. 1,2,3, 
Modern Dance 1 , 2, 
Red Cross 1, 2, 3, 
Glee Club 2, 4, 
Y Teens 2, 3, 
Pre Nurses 3, 
Knitting Club 4, 
Quiet Games 4. 
ROLLAND HOARE--"Men of few words are 
the best men. 11 
Nature Club 1, 2, 
Movie Operators Club 2, 3, 4, 
Football 2, 
Basketball 2, 
Baseboll 2, 3, 
Armed Services Club 3, 
Social Dance Club 4, 
Hi-Y 4, 
Rifle Club 4. 
VERN HOFFMAN--"Let's argue the question 
before giving the decision.' 1 
Entered 3, 
Football 3, 
Baseball 3, 4, 
Chess Club 3. 
11 
ROBERT HORN--"Well-timed silence hath 
more eloquence than speech.'' 
Entered 2, 
Movie Operators 2, 3, 4, 
Homeroom Pres. 4, 
Armed Services Club 3, 
Student Counc i I 4, 
tv\onitors 3, 4. 
HOWARD HOYT, JR.--"I do not believe in 
love at first sight, but I believe in toking 
a second look.'' 
Basebol I 1, 2, 
Choir 2, 3, 4, 
Football 2, 3, 
iVionitors 2, 3, 4, 
Track 3, 4, 
Hi-Y 4. 
BEVERLY JOHNSON--"lf a woman have long 
hair, it is a glory to her. 1' 
Band 1, 3, 4, 
Masquers 1, 
Y Teens 2, 3, 
Ensemble 1, 2, 4, 
Swing Club 3, 
Knitting 4. 
LOUIS JOHNSON--"Loquacious and merry." 
Entered 2, 
French Club 2, 3, 4, 
Homeroom Sec'y 2, 
Chess 2, 3, 4, 
Tennis 3, 4, 
Masquers 4, 
Social Comm. 4. 
MARILYN KUIPER--"Her stature toll." 
G. A. A. 1, 2, 
Y Teens 2, 4, 
Volleyball 1, 2, 4, 
Pre Nurses 3, 
Knitting 3, 
Bowling 4, 
Square Dancing 4. 
MARY KUIZENGA--"She carries 
she's a newspaper girl.1' 
Masquers l , 3, 
Social Comm. 1, 2, 3, 4, 
Highlights 2, 3, Editor 4, 
Student Counci I 3, 
Great Books Club 4, 
Spring Ploy 4. 
a poss--
JANET LoPLANTE--"Pretty to walk with, 
witty to talk with, and nice to think 
about. 11 
Entered 4, 
Pres. Masquers 4, 
Social Comm. 4, 
Christmas Ploy 4, 
Blue and Gold Revue 4. 
GORDON LEATHERS--"There is no good in 
arguing with the inevitable. 11 
Entered 2, 
Movie Operators Club 2, 
Armed Services Club 3, 
Bridge Club 4, 
Travel Club 4. 
JOHN LEMON--"A wise man never loses 
anything if he hove himself." 
Entered 2, 
Chess Club 2, 3, 
French Club 2, 3, 
Masquers 4, 
Bond 4, 
Quiet Gomes Club 4, 
Highlander. 
JOHN LITTIG--"Skill to do comes of doing." 
Entered 2, 
Tennis 2, 3, 4, 
Hi-Y 2, 
Monitors 4, 
Bridge Club 4, 
"5" Club 4. 
12 
GENE LOGAN--"There is no truer truth ob-
tainable by man than comes of music. 
11 
Bondl,3,4, 
Orchestra 1, 2, 
Cheerleader 1, 
Ensemble Club 1, 2, 
Blue and Gold Revue 1, 2, 3, 4, 
Basketball 2, 
Photography Club 2, 
Westernaires 3, 4, 
Dixi-Lond Bond 4, 
Life-Saving 4. 
PETER LONGJOHN--"Thought is the labor of 
the intellect; reverie is its pleasure. 11 
Bond 1, 2, 3, 4, 
Basketball 2, 
Softball 2, 3, 4, 
Ensemble 1, 2, 3, 
Hi-Y 4. 
KAY LOUGHEAD--"Loyolty is the greatest 
good in the human heart. 11 
G. A. A. 1, 2, 
Social Comm. 1, 2, 3, 
Orchestra 1 , 
Blue and Gold Revue 1, 
Masquers 1, 2, 
Student Counci I 2, 
Spring Pl oy 2, 
Monitors 3, 4, 
Bridge Club 3, 4, 
Knitting 3, 
Closs Sec'y 3, 
Highlander 4. 
JOE McCARTHY--"He is straight; you con 
trust him. 11 
Student Counci I 1 , 3, 
Pres. Photography Club 1, 
Swimming Club 2, 
Bridge Club 2, 
Bosebol I 1, 2, 3, 4, 
Social Comm. 3, 
Bosketbol I 3, 
Life-Saving Club 4, 
Pep Comm. 4, 
"5" Club 4. 
GEORG IEANN McCRUMB--''Self-confidence 
is the first requisite to great undertakings.' 1 
Nursing Club 1, 
Choir 1, 2, 3, 4, 
Blue and Gold Revue, 
Glee Club Pres., 
Red Cross, 
Knitting. 
MAYNARD NIEBOER--"Earnestness is enthus-
iasm tempered by reason. 
1' 
Entered 2, 
Footboll 2, 3, 4, 
Basketball 2, 3, 4, 
Golf 2, 3, Capt. 4, 
Track 2, 





Chess Club 2, 
Class Vice Pres. 2, 4, 
N\onitors 3, 4, 
Highlander 4, 
Sweetheart 4. 
RUTHMARY PERSONS--"Hoppiness is like 
time and space. 11 
Band I, 2, 3, 4, 
Ensemble I, 3, 
Chair 2, 3, 
Bridge Club 2, 3, 4, 
Monitors 4, 
Knitting 4, 
Social Comm. 4, 
Highlander 4, 
MEL PETTIT--"ln the midst of the fountain 
of wit.'' 
Entered 2, 
Student Council 2, 3, 
Bosebal I 2, 
Social Dance 2, 
Track 3, 4. 
JOHN PLANTEFABER--"My mind to me a 
castle is.'' 
Entered 3, 
Masquers 3, 4, 
Christmas Play 3, 4, 
Friendship Comm. 4, 
Spring Play 4. 
GERRY POST--"We feel that he is greater 
than we know. 1' 
Trock I, 2, 3, 
Hi-Y I, 2, 3, 
Homeroom Pres. 2, 4, 
Student Council 2, 4, 
Football 2, 3, 4, 
Photogrophy Club 3, 
Tennis 4, 
Pres. "S" Club 4, 
Swimming Club 4, 
Movie Operators 4. 
1 3 
(ATHRYN ANN RANDALL--"Always jolly, 
always there, one would think she had no 
care.'' 
Bridge Club I; Masquers I, 
Band I, 2, 
Modern Dance 2, 3, 
Social Comm. 2, 3, 4, 
Homeroom Sec'y 3, 
Blue and Gold Revue I, 2, 3, 
Uke Club 3, 
Highlights 3, 4, 
Highlights Club 3, 4, 
Spring Ploy 3, 
Red Cross 4, 
Assembly Comm. 4, 
Highlander 4. 
RUTH RANDALL--"Manner, not gold, is 
woman's best adornment. 11 
Blue and Gold Revue I, 2, 
Study Club I, 3, 4, 
Operetta 2, 
Friendship Comm. 4, 
Commercial Club 4. 




Quiet Games 4, 
Study Club 4, 
Christmas Play 2, 3, 4, 
Spring Play 2, 3, 
Homeroom Vice Pres. 3, 
Student Counc i I 3, 
Citizenship Comm. 3. 
MARY JANE ROGERS--"ln silence also there's 
a worth that brings no risk.' 1 
Entered 3, 
Study Club 3, 4, 
Friendship Comm. 4. 
ROBIN ROSE--''Conversotion wonts leisure. 11 
Entered 2, 
Masquers 2, 
Bridge Club 2, 3, 
Uke Club 3, 
Modern Dance 2, 
Spring Play 3, 
Great Books Club 4, 
Pep Comm. 4, 
Debote Club 4. 
ENA MARIE RUSH--"To know her is to know 
her worth. 11 
Modern Dance 1 , 
Choir l, 2, 3, 4, 
Glee Club l, 4, 
Bridge Club 2, 4, 
Masquers 4, 
Social Comm. 4. 
SUZANNE SAWYER--"Climb high, climb far, 
your goal the sky, your aim the star." 
Bridge Club l, 2, 
Masquers 1, 
Student Council 2, 3, 
Highlights 2, 3, 4, 
Homeroom Pres. 2, 
Study Club 2, 
Social Comm. 2, 3, 4, 
Red Cross 3, 4, 
Red Cross Chair. 3, 
Modern Dance 3, 
Highlights Club 3, 4, 
Knitting Club 3, 
Pep Comm. 4, 
Spring Play 4, 
Highlonder Ass't Editor 4. 
SALLY SCHRIER--" Between jest ond eornest." 
Red Cross l, 4, 
Bridge Club l, 2, 3, 4, 
Monitors 2, 3, 4, 
Masquers 4, 
Christmas Play 4, 
Social Comm. 4, 
Highlonder 4, 
Friendship Comm. 4. 
JANET SHILEY--"Courtesy is the inseporable 
companion of virtue. \1 
Masquers CI ub l , 
Y Teens 2, 4, 
Glee Club 2, 
Choir 2, 
Pre-Nurses Club 3, 
Knitting Club 4, 
Bowling 4, 
Operetta 2. 
ARBURL SHOOK--"Her every tone is music's 
own. 11 
Entered 2, 
Glee Club 2, 
Red Cross 2, 
Student Counci I 3, 
Homeroom Vice Pres. 3, 
Modern Dance 3, 4, 





DICK SHUMAR--"Music is the universal 
language of mankind. 11 
Band l, 2, 3, 4, 
Basketball 3, 
Pep Bond 3, 4. 
CAROLE SMITH--"The only way to have o 
friend is to be one. 11 
Band l, 
Orchestra l , 
Masquers 1, 
Bridge Club 2, 
Class Sec'y 2, 
Student Counc i I 4, 
Class Pres. 4, 
Highlights 4, 
Highlander 4. 
DON SMITH--"He may have a message for 
the world." 
Hi-Y l, 3, 4, 
Movie Operators 2, 3. 
SHIRLEY SMITH--"By a tranquil mind I mean 
nothing else than a mind well ordered. 11 
Choir l, 
Chess Club l, 
Red Cross l, 
Bridge Club 2, 3, 
Student Council 2, 
Homeroom Vice Pres. 2, 
Social Comm. 2, 
Citizenship Comm. 2, 
Knitting Club 3, 4, 
Friendship Comm. 4. 
VIVIAN SMITH--"Eyes too expressive to be 
blue, too lovely to be grey." 
Class Pres. 1, 
Student Council l , 
Monitors 3, 4, 
Sec'y Monitors 3, 
Bridge Club 3, 4, 
Pep Comm. 4. 
SUE SNYDER--"The sight of her is good for 
sore eyes. 1 1 
Masquers CI ub 1 , 
Modern Dance 2, 
Social Dance 3, 
Knitting Club 3, 4. 
LYNDA SPAULDING--"Laughter is the joyous, 
universal evergreen of I ife. 11 
G. A. A. 1, 2, 
Pep Comm. 2, 3, 4, 
M:,squers 1, 
Highlights 2, 3, 4, 
Uke Club 3, 
Knitting Club 4. 
NANCIE STROME--"A heart to resolve, a head 
to contrive, and a hand to execute.'' 
Social Comm. 1, 2, 3, 4, 
Masquers l, 3, 4, 
G. A. A. 1, 2, 
Pep Comm. 2, 3, 4, 
Cheerleader 2, 3, 
Monitors 2, 3, 
Uke Club 3, 
Sweetheart 2, 
Student Council Sec'y 4, 
Homecoming Queen 4, 
Frieodship Chair. 4, 
Spring Play 4. 
BEVERLY SWOAP--"To be of use in the world 
is the only way to be happy." 
Bridge Club 1, 2, 
Masquers l, 
Student Council 3, 4, 
Social Comm. 3, 4, 
Class Pres. 3, 
�nitors 3, 4, 
Pep Comm. 4, 
Homecoming Court 4, 
Highlander Editor 4, 
G.A. A. 1, 
Cafeteria 4, 
Homeroom T recs. 1 . 
JOHN THAYER--"ln him the grave and 
playful mixed." 
Entered 2, 
Basketba 11 2, 
Football 2, 3, 4, 
Baseball 3, 
Hi-Y 3, 
Uke Club 3, 
Band Treas. 3, 
Band Vice Pres. 4, 
Westernaires 4, 
Student Counci I 4, 




MARY THOMSON--"Exulting 'n sunshine 
and laughter.'' 
Pep Comm. 1, 2, 3, 4, 
Bridge Club 1, 2, 4, 
G. A. A. 1, 2, 
Y Teens 2, 
Uke Club 3, 
Cheerleader 3, 4, 
Student Council 4, 
Homeroom Vice Pres. 4, 
Citizenship Comm. 4, 
Masquers 4. 
ADDIE-ANNE TOLHURST--"She doth little 
kindnesses. 11 
Bridge Club 1, 2, 3, Pres. 4, 
Social Comm. 1, 2, 3, 
lv\asquers 1 , 
Homeroom Sec'y 2, 4, 
Homeroom Treas. 4, 
Monitors 3, 4, 
Pep Comm. 4, 
Knitting Club 4, 
Red Cross 4, 
Homecoming Court 4, 
Sweetheart 3, 
Finance Comm. 4, 
Highlander 4. 
WILLIAM VAN LAAR--"He said little, but to 
the purpose. 11 
Hi-Y Club 1, 3, 
Bridge Club 1, 4, 
Swimming Club 2, 
Photography CI ub 2, 
Travel Club 3, 
Football 2, 
Basketball 2, 
Spring Play 4. 
SMIRLE WESTON--"lt does a heap o' good 
sometimes, to go a little slow." 
Entered 2, 
Band 2, 3, 4, 
Movie Operators Club 3, 
Armed Services Club 3, 
Blue and Gold Revue 3, 4, 
Travel Club 4, 
Study Club 4. 




Orchestro 2, 3, 
Photography Club 2, 
Hi-Y 3, 4, 
Band 4. 
\ 
DALE WILSON--"When you have a mind to 
laugh, you shall see me.
11 
Chess Club l, 2, 
Movie Operators 2, 
Track 2, 
Football 2, 3, 4, 
Trovel Club 3, 4, 
Student Counci I 3, 
Quiet Games Club 4. 
GAIL WILSON--' Meekness is not weakness." 
Modern Dance l , 
Masquers 2, 
Pre Nurses 3, 
Y Teens 3, 
Glee Club 4, 
Bowling 4, 
Knitting Club, 
Square Dance, 2. 
ANNE WISE--"Merry mischief sparkled in 
her eyes. 
11 
Homeroom Vice Pres. 1, 
Student Counci I l, 
Masquers 1, 4, 
Games Club 2, 
Uke Club 3, 
Knitting 3, 4. 
ClaJJ SponJorJ 
16 
KATHRYN WOOD--"A fair exterior is a 
silent recommendation.'' 
Entered 2, 
Bridge Club 2, 
Masquers 2, 3, 4, 
Monitors 4, 
Spring Play 4, 
Friendship Comm. 4, 
Christmas Play 4. 
SANDY WOODWORTH--"Enthusiasm is th, 
genius of sincerity. 
11 
Choir l, 
Bridge Club l, 2, 
Monitors 2, 3, 4, 
Cheerleader 2, 3, 
G. A. A. Sec'y 2, 
Student Council 3, 4, 
Pep Comm. Chair. 4, 
Citizenship Comm. 4. 
MISS GOLDA CRISMAN MR. JAMES STAUFFER 
Senior ClaJJ 0/{icerJ 
Carole Smith - President, Maynard Nieboer - Vice President, Jackie Andrus - Secretary, Ruth DeHaan - Treasurer. 
Senior ClaJJ 
Remember the fall of 1948 when our class of ninety-one vivacious "freshies" walked onto the big dance floor of 
Walwood Ballroom at the Get-Acquainted party? Early in the evening small groups of us were seen standing here 
and there, just bashfully watching our big brothers and sisters, but as the hands of the clock pointed toward eleven­
thirty, all had been properly introduced and our social life in State High was happily established. The next week 
we all gathered in the hal Is to discuss the successful party-- how lucky were the girls who made dates with the 
upperclassmen! 
As the bell rang to beckon us to our first class of high school, we finally realized it was time to familiarize 
ourselves with the academic part of school life. Our first big step in politics was taken when our class leaders 
were chosen. Vivian Smith became president; Conrad Fischer, vice-president; and Eleanor Alman, secretary-treasurer. 
Three of our boys made the varsity teams: Conrad Fischer in tennis, Bill Van Loar in golf, and Bruce Brown in 
track. Conrad Fischer was voted the most promising freshman in the field of sports. We were also proud of 
Georgianne McCrumb, Ena Marie Rush, Shirley Smith, Carolyn Fox, Sandy Woodworth, and Sally Hayward, who had 
parts in the operettas, "Chonita" and "The Pirates of Penzance." 
The following year we took one more step ahead; we were now big sophomores. In '49 there were many new­
comers entering our class from al I parts of the city. Our class of eighty-nine members was headed by Ted Emerson, 
president; Maynard Ni eboer, vice-president; Carole Smith, secretary; and Kathryn Wood, treasurer. 
This second year proved very busy for our class. Many of us took positions on the Monitor staff. Mary Kuizenga, 
Dorothy Cartland, Suzanne Sawyer, Carol Cessna, and Lynda Spaulding were selected to work on the HIGHLIGHTS 
staff. Carol Cessna and Shirley Smith made the debate team. Kay Laughead and George Reeves were two talented 
performers in "The Long Christmas Dinner", the Christmas play, and "One Foot in Heaven", the spring play. 
Our athletic boys really made a showing in all the sports that year. Maynard Nieboer and George Hager re­
ceived letters in football; John Littig and Fred Dilno were our stars on the tennis team; and Ron Weaver and Ted 
Emerson made varsity basebal I. Our two cheerleaders who backed them were Sandy Woodworth and Nancy Strome. 
As Juniors, we had at last attained the title of "big wheels." The class leaders were Beverly Swoap, president; 
Ted Emerson, vice-president; Kay Lougheed, secretary; and Frank Goodrich, treasurer. 
We all can remember the exciting doy when our class rings arrived. Our campus store was probably the busiest 
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place in town. In Moy, elections for Student Council officers come along. Ted Emerson became president; 
George Hoger, vice-president; Nancie Strome, secretary; and Clore Gemrich, treasurer. The cheerleaders that year 
were Sandy Woodworth, Mory Thomson, and Nancie Strome. 
Our class reol ly worked hard to put on the big dance of the year. Carolyn Fox was named chairman of the 
Finance committee for the Junior-Senior Prom, "Moon Mist"; while Jackie Andrus was general chairman. Lil lo 
El iet, decoration chairman, created a dreamy lunar atmosphere for the gala evening. To make the prom a success, 
we sold paper, magazines, and candy. 
At last, in the foll of '51, we become Seniors. Our elected leaders for this lost year were Carole Smith, pres­
ident; Maynord Nieboer, vice-president; Jackie Andrus, secretory; and Ruth DeHoon, treasurer. 
We ore really proud of all the lettermen of our class in the various sports: 
Hoger, Vern Hoffman, Maynord Nieboer, John Thayer, Gerry Post, Bob Anson, 
Behrens, Fred Dilno, Fronk Goodrich, Louis Johnson and John Littig. George 
team. Mory Thomson kept up the Seniors' spirit in the cheering section. 
Bruce Brown, Ted Emerson, George 
Ken Cobb, Joe McCarthy, Jock 
Hoger also mode the All-City footbol I 
Beverly Swoop was chosen editor of the HIGHLANDER, and Mory Kuizengo edited the HIGHLIGHTS. 
Everybody worked conscientiously on the senior committees to make our lost year a success. We will always re­
member the long awaited "Skip Doy!" Then the final event, graduation. As we marched down the aisle to the 
strains of "Pomp and Circumstance", we realized the time hod come to soy goodbye to State High and all the ex­




NAME NICKNAME MARK OF OCCUPATION AMBITION
IDENTIFICATION
Donald Allen Hotrod Scooter Form Forming
Rolph Allen Shot-rod My car Getting A's To be o well-driller
Eleanor Alman Louie Quietness Daydreaming To be noisy
Jackie Andrus Jackson Black hair Collecting absence To think of an ambition
slips at 12:30
Robert Anson Onson Swish Carpenter Sports
Eva Aube Evie Dick's class ring Telling Dot jokes Dishwasher
Jock Behrens Jeb Saddle shoes Bachelor To get McCarthy and Goodrich to
drive on Friday and Saturday
nights
Richard Bommersbach Dick The blank between Soldier To go on an interplanatory expedi-
my ears tion with Captain Video
Tod Borst Lyn My shyness Jock-of-a II-trades To go West
Bruce Brown Brownie No hair Student To graduate
Jomes Bowen Jim Trombone School Life
Sandro Buck Sandy Short hair Being sociable To try to better myse If
Dorothy Cortland Dot Chewed penci I Listening to To remove Lilla's suitcase from the
Eva's jokes bottom of the locker
Carol Cessna C C Clarinet case Selling my ladies' To make a rocket trip to Mars
latest fashions
Kenneth Cobb Casey Saddle shoes and levis Shooting pool To learn to shoot pool
Joan Daugherty Jo Glasses Chewing gum To play second "Uke" with
Arthur Godfrey
Robert DeHaan Dutch Lewis Farm Farmer
Ruth DeHaan Ruthie Quiet tongue Knitting To have a million dollars
Bruce DiIIon Dud Best looking boy Loafing Loafer
Fred Dilno Fritz SmalI ears Student Graduate
Lilla Ann Eliet Lil Freckles Doodling To be a professional doodler
Theodore Emerson Ted Orange hair Tramp Boche Ior
Carolyn Fox Foxie Smal I suitcase Going to rehearsals To tell Eva a story she hasn't heard
Clare Gemrich Cog A ready answer Freezing to death To marry a millionaire, preferably
Nicky Hilton
Suzanne Gilbert Suzie Charming, informal Talking To marry a millionaire
attitude
Frank Goodrich M. Bonriche My small, dainty feet Watching T.V. Don't have much
Beverly Griggs Bag Dimples Annoying Mrs. J. To be a bug watcher
George Hager Fritz BAz,z,z,z Driving To be a co-owner of Brown Derby
Fritz's Fling
Norman Harvey Norm Big ears and broken toe Musician(?) To make a million dollars
Sally Hayward Sal
Roiland Hoare Kelly A quiet one in class, Looking for Frosh To fix up a hot:_rod that is better
looking for a break girls that are im- than a Ford
to get out provements over
the ones in our
class
Vernon Hoffman Vern Whiskers Talking To keep on talking
Robert Horn Bob My good looks Gas station Aviation
attendant
Howard Hoyt Jr. Swabjockey Tatoo Naval Reserve To revolutionize the Navy
Beverly Johnson Bev Blonde hair Taking care of To run a nursery school
children
Louis Johrson Louie My talkative nature Flattering the girls To make them believe what I telI
them
Marilyn Kuiper Slim Peroxided bangs and Secretary of Lonely To be a fan-dancer
Janet Hearts Club
Mary Kuizenga Mary Kay Ardent equestrienne Rounding up late To get them in
Highlights articles
Janet LaPlante Jan Specs Dreaming up legiti- To make Mrs. J. believe them
mate excuses for
Gordon Leathers Gordy Never serious
being late
Gas station To be a millionaire
attendant
John Lemon Sour Briefcase Student Long Life
John Littig Cactus Tennis Racket Playing Tennis To be in the tennis ''racquet''
Gene Logan Hygiene Blue Studebaker Driving it To pay for it










Jahn P lantefaber 
Gerald Past 
Kathryn Randa 11 
Ruth Randall 
George Reeves 
Mary Jane Rodgers 
Harriet Rase 





































































My Dutch descent 
Camera 
My Plymouth 






Plaid skirts and short hair 
Red and white polka-
dotted glasses 
Wei I stacked, stack of 











Stubby red feet 
A blush far every 
occasion 
One of the gang 
Name 
Curly hair 












Getting Behrens or 
Goodrich to drive 
on Saturday night 
AMBITION 
To be an occupational therapist 
Ta type 35 c .w .p .m. by the end of 
the semester 
Trying to avoid Ta be a famous actress 
Highlander collectors 
Caddy Golf 
Trying to fill out Ta get an education and fulfill my 
Highlander blanks life ambition 
Loafing Ain't got none 
Social problem Ta be a Shakesperean actor 
Unemployed Old age 
Talking (about Ta grow thin 
Tekonsha) 





Hunting far Ruthie's 
lost articles 
Taoth-dri Iler 
Keeping in touch 




Filling the barrel 
Copying Bill's book-
keeping; Buying 
items for hope chest 
Talking to the man 
with the broom 
Sitting in office 
Laughing 
Keeping track of 
my shoes 
Prying Kate and 
George from in 
front of Locker 80 
Measuring eyelashes 
Finding occupations 
for other peep I e 
Avoiding the draft 
Burning up the roads 
High School Office 
bench warmer 
Going to the "Oak" 




Pool ball cleaner 
Dean of brooms 
at WMC Library 
To drive a Cadillac convertible 
Ta be able to spell ten words ,n a 
row successfully 
Housewife 
To go to Harvard or Yale 
Ta be able to do anything better 
than Bi 11 Hoyt 
To count the bricks in the Ad. 
Building 
Ta get a 11 the High lander money 
collected 
Build a bonfire in the Ad. Building 
Ta get through school 
Ta become a C.P.A. 
Ta live happily ever after 
To learn bookkeeping; Marriage 
To make a clean sweep 
To get married 
Ta be Mrs. Moe 
Ta play fullback for the Michigan 
Wolverines 
To get my "Wings" 
Ta find a guy with a temper to 
match mine 
Ta find a cure-all far allergies 
Completely lacking 
To become an eight star general 
To teach social problems 
Ta tell a joke A.A.T. will catch 



















I, Donald Allen, leave my left arm to Jim Sanderson. 
I, Ralph Allen, leave my usual mad rush far school to the poor suckers who still have to make it by 8 A.M. 
I, Eleanor Alman, leave Pat Ryan to the mercy of the freshman and sophomore girls. (Poor Pat!) 
I, Jackie Andrus, leave my ability to find anything I need in my neat notebook to my brother, in hopes that he can 
do the same. 
I, Bob Anson, leave my ability to go steady to Dick Defreese. 
I, Eva Aube, leave my dancing ability to Rosemary Buckham. 
I, Jack Behrens, leave my studious ( ?) characteristics to Don Neal. 
I, Judy Bi I ls, leave at last. 
I, Dick Bommersbach, leave, never again to annoy the student teachers with my unusual name. 
I, Tod Borst, leave the typical shyness of a young boy of my age to an1one who may need it. 
I, Jim Bowen, leave the Pep Band in the hands of anyone interested in taming wild animals. 
I, Bruce Brown, leave my bike and a partly used jar of Analgesic Balm to Jim Hawkins. 
I, Sandy Buck, leave my extreme five-foot height to Sandra Hicks and my hair-cut to Ann Mahoney and Sally Reeves. 
I, Dorothy Cartland, leave my quiet, difnified manner in gym class to Sue Buck. 
I, Carol Cessna, leave to prepare far service to Him. 
I, Ken Cobb, leave my ability to engage in four sports to my brother, Bob, who will be a member of the student body 
in a few years. 
I, Joanne Daugherty, leave my nice clean, roomy locker to Beverly Warner. 
I, Robert DeHaan, leave my bicycle to Dick Street. 
I, Ruth DeHaan, leave my ability to stay out of trouble to Peg Yntema. 
I, Bruce Dillon, leave all my pull with the teachers to Jim Hawkins; he needs it. 
I, Fred Dilno, shall return! 
We, Lilla Eliet and Clare Gemrich, leave the shovel which Mary Helen Dorgan left to Frank Maher and which he 
so graciously left to us, t., anyone who can sling it as fast a s  we can. 
I, Ted Emerson, leave my ability to stay a bachelor to Don Gill. 
I, Dick Forward, leave the band to any operator who thinks he can take my place on the trips. 
I, Carolyn Fox, leave my special formula for straightening hair to Polly Allen. 
I, Suza'nne Gilbert, leave my ability to wander around on Highlights passes to Joan Stiles, who, I am sure, can make 
as good use of it as I did. 
I, Frank Goodrich, leave whatever I may have to anybody who wants it. 
I, Bev. Griggs, leave by the back window so Miss Crisman won't catch me! 
I, George Hager, leave my bike to Jarring Jim Hawkins, so he can go faster to block downfield. 
I, Lois Harvey, leave to stay as far away from school as possible. 
I, Norm Harvery, regretfully leave the bass to anyone who is looking for a sore finger. 
I, Sally Hayward, leave my abi I ity to walk with one shoe and one slipper-sock to anyone who needs it; I did! 
I, Rolland Hoare, leave my quietness to some of the loudmouths in the junior and sophomore class. 
I, Vern Hoffman, leave my ability to maintain silence at all times to Penny Farr. 
I, Bob Horn, leave my ability to handle women and cars to Ed Moresau. 
I, Howard Hoyt, Jr., leave all my speed (on the track) to Ken Fricke. 
I, Beverly Johnson, leave blonde hair to the girls in the junior class. 
I, Louis Johnson, leave Miss Lowrie my resignation from the "Ladies Aid Society" in 12:00 Library. 
I, Marilyn Kuiper, leave my ability to play football to the future team of State High. 
I, Mary Kuizenga, leave the headaches of the Highlights to next year's editor. 
I, Janet LaPlante, leave my large economy-size choir robe to Sally Reeves, in the hope that she will discover a way 
to shrink it. 
I, Gordon Leathers, leave my ability to skip to some UNiucky person. (Florida, here I come!) 
I, John Lemon, leave to John Gibson my job on the Highlander staff. 
I, John Littig, leave all my straws (which actually don't exist) to those who need them most---preferably my brother, 
Larry. 
I, Gene Logan, finally leave dear. old Western. 
I, Pete Longjohn, leave the positio� solo cornetist to Bob Mindeman. 
I, Kay Loughhead, leave room 219A exclusively to Carolyn and Kirk, where they may eat their lunches in privacy. 
I, Joe McCarthy, leave, taking all my Jerry Lewis characteristics with me and wishing I could make as much as he 
does just by cutting up. 
I, Georgieann McCrumb, leave my long hair to Sally Reeves, in case hers doesn't grow. 
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I, Maynord Nieboer, leave my sister to some poor, unsuspecting boy.
I, Ruthmory Persons, leave the bass clarinet to anyone who con toke it.
I, Mel Pettit, leave my great ability and influence in the office to Harbeck, who seems to need it.
I, John Plontefober, leave the tear in my convertible's top to John Keyser.
I, Gerry Post, after having attended Western's Training School and high school for thirteen years, finally leave to go to
Western Michigan College.
I, Kate Randall, leave with my red hair to return to the "quiet peace" of Tekonsha and reside with the rest of
the Democrats.
I, Ruth Randall, leave my messy locker to anyone that wonts to take the trouble to clear it out.
I, George Reeves, leave nothing behind that I hove learned in order that I may "make it" through college.
I, Mory Jone Rogers, leave all my shorthand to some poor junior girl.
I, Robin Rose, bequeath State High to the junior class and leave it to its fate.
I, Eno Morie Rush, leave the confusion of the choir to next year's president.
I, Suzanne Sawyer, leave my horror of cockroaches, snakes, dissected centipedes, and mice to my sister, Mary Joy, '56.
I, Solly Schrier, leave, never again to try to be a blonde by the drug store method.
I, Janet Shiley, leave my ability to sing "Lovesick Blues" to Dottie Smith.
I, Pete Shook, leave my ability to do almost anything but sing in choir to Donna Burlington.
I, Dick Shumor, leave all my broken clarinet reeds to Allen Shand.
I, Carole Smith, leave my ability to stay single to Patt Sprouse.
I, Don Smith, leave my basketball skill to Ed Sutton.
I, Shirley Smith, leave to join Roger.
I, Vivfon Smith, leave State High in hope that it con produce another generation of Smiths, only from a different
family.
I, Sue Snyder, leave to Lyn Cassady, my ability to get where I'm going in five minutes (with the car).
I, Lynda Spaulding, leave with a ring on my left hand, in hope of getting another one.
I, Nancie Strome, thankfully leave the broken arm given to me by last year's Council's pen-pusher, along with my
own writer's cramp, nervous exhaustion, and bottle of aspirin.
I, Beverly Swoop, leave 10:00 study for the second time in two years and give it to the next monitor who thinks
he con handle the rowdy sophomores.
I, John Thayer, leave my height to Jock Holly.
I, Mory Thomson, leave my skill in filling out guest slips to Pot Perigo, in case of on emergency.
I, Addie-Anne Tolhurst, leave with the some initials I hod four years ago.
I, Bill Von Loar, leave my curly hair to any straight-haired girl with enough ingenuity to transplant.
I, Smirle Weston, leave my smile to haunt you.
I, Poul Wheater, leave my ability to chew gum in English class to Ron Westafer.
I, Dole Wilson, leave to join my friend in Benton Harbor.
I, Gail Wilson, leove---finolly.
I, Anne Wise, leave to Joan Stiles a shovel that hos been kicking around school for a number of years, knowing she
is in dire need of said item.
I, Kathryn Wood, leave to a deserving geometry student my ability to make good friends of the student teachers.
I, Sandy Woodworth, leave State High to my sisters, Nancy and Connie.
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JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS 
John Weber, Pres., Dick Defreese, V. Pres., Janet Snow, Sec'y., Pat Perigo, Treas. 
Junior C/aJJ 
With our new prestige as upperclassmen, we began our Junior year by wholeheartedly entering into 
almost every activity State High had to offer. 
The Student Council had its share of Juniors, while ell the committees also contained many active 
participants from our class. We were well represented on Highlights, while even the Highlander con­
tained five Juniors for the first time in its history. 
As was proved in the Cub Assembly and Band Follies, our class is not lacking in talent. The 
Debate Team and the Spring Play also showed off the talents of the Juniors. 
Sports play an important part in the interests of our class, and we were all very proud of the 
number of Junior boys on the teams and the three Junior cheer leaders who backed them up. The 
girls, too, are interested in sports, as the Fin-nettes Club proved, for exactly half of its members were 
Juniors. 
One of the most exciting moments this year was the day we received our Class Rings; we almost 
blinded the rest of the school flashing the rings in their eyes. 
To top off an eventful year, the Junior-Senior Prom was a great success. With Kay Peelen 
General Chairman, and "Evening in Paris" the theme, we all can recall with a warm glow of pride 














Duke Peterson, Phil Bruns, Dick Allers, Willard Andres, Bob Holtz, Dick Street, Gorden Copeland 
John Weber, Jack Wooden, Harper Atherton, Dick Anson, Dick Fork, Dick Kremer, Chuck Randall 
Corby Lewis, Bob Carver, Ken Fricke, Chuck Koons, John Keyser, Vern VerHage, Dave Powell 
Ed Morseau, Skip Miller, George Tinkham, Tom Johnson, Dick Teugh, Ed Sutton, Dick Defreese 
Dawn Williams, Ernestine Howe, Connie White, Sandra Peterson, Glenna Marie Behl, Borbara Rock, Bonnie 
Peterson 




Top Row Bernadine Paull, Kay Peelen, Nancy Magos, Norma Wheater, Pat Dougherty, Georgia Miles, 
Nancy Barnum 
Middle Row - Carol Neff Joan Biljum, Sharon West, Sue Anderson, Charlene Pellowe, Marianne Schau, Janet Van Hoeve 
Rosemary Buckham 
Bottom Row - Joan Stiles, Janet Snow, Judie Lyon, Peg Yntema, Ann Mahoney, Pat Perigo, Lyn Cassady 
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SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICERS 
Al Gemrich, President, Pat Ryan, Vice President, Julie Davis, Secretary, Gail Hubbell, Treasurer 
Sopliomore Clajj 
ThE! Sophomore Class of '54 has proved its versatility and activeness in many fields. Same of the outstanding 
examples are: Dave Schrieber and Penny Farr, news reporters on the "Highlights"; Bob Herman, a member of the 
debate team; Jean Hoag, high salesman of the magazine drive; Patsy Eliet, actress in the spring play; Bob Britigan, 
varsity basketball star; and Martha Braden, Gloria Wiess, and Liliane Malone, participants in the talent assemblies. 
Our class as a whole operated well with such efficient officers as Alfred Gemrich, president, Pat Ryan, vice­
president, Julie Davis, secretary,aand Gail Hubbell, treasurer. The potluck, the hayride, and the spring dance all 
proved successful. 
Spurred on by Fritz LaCrone, varsity cheerleader, the Sophomores were presented with the teddy bear symbolic of 
their victory in the first cheering contest. As high homeroom in the magazine drive, 219 A took honors for the class. 
The class was rated very highly on the honor roll this year. It was also well represented on Monitors and on all 
school committees. The Sophomores were essential additions to all phases of the sports program, band, and choir. 











Bill Patmos, Don Flower, Fritz LaCrone, Allen Shand, Rob Graff, Jim Hawkins, Larry Weisman. 
Tom Forward, Jim Dyer, Woody Vanderlinde, Bob Woody, Tom Pattison, Al Gemrich. 
Bob Mindeman, Charles Straub, Jim Hatfield, Larry Miller, Jack Copeland. 
Bob Harbeck, Gordon Berkhousen, Ray Harbour, Jim Eisman, Fred Watterson, Don Neal, Jim Boylan, 
Jim Burger. 
Don Kilgore, Jerry Harwood, Jim Van Tassel, Dick Wilsey, Bill Govier, Dave Schreiber, Jon Sebaly. 








Ellie Clarke, Joan Kohrman, Zoe Gideon, Sandy Shreve, Dorothy Nieboer. 
Pat Lynch, Betty Karnes, Carole Rice, Liliane Malone, Janice Babcock, Jean Morris. 
Gloria Weiss, Ann Carleton, Natalie Borgman, Dorothy Smith, Carole Edgerton, Sandra Close, Penny 
Farr. 
Cathy Myers, Miriam Leimer, Polly Allen, Bobbie Gleason, Marilyn Greenlee, Janet Hughes, 
Sherla Jennings, Joanne Survilla. 
Marilynn Buder, Stevie Malone, Carolynn Buder, Dona Endsley, Judy Scott, Sally Reeves, Jean Hoag, 
Pat Eliet, Sandra Hicks. 
Nancy Glidden, Gail Hubbell, Julie Davis, Martha Braden, Linnea Taylor, Diane Pullan, Judy Bree. 
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Ronald White, Blaine Burlington, Joe Scott, Allen Howard, Joe Gillis, Charles Moloney. 
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FRESHMAN CLASS OFFICERS 
Alfred Wise, President, Jim Causey, Vice-President, Connie Kuizenga, Secretary (not in picture) 
Chuck Doornbos, Treasurer 
9re3hman Cla33 
The freshman class of 1952 has thirty-four girls and thirty-eight boys. Our class officers this year are Al Wise, 
president; Jim Causey, vice-president; Connie Kuizenga, secretary; and Chuck Doornbos, treasurer. Mr. Weber is our 
facu I ty sponsor. 
This year the freshmen had a P. T. S. 0. potluck. Mrs. Hartman and Mr. Ward and the parents of the officers 
helped plan the affair. 
Would you like to hear how interesting we are? Out of the whole class forty-four are fourteen years old, and 
the remainder are fifteen. Our favorite subject is biology, and the second choice is algebra for the boys and English 
for the girls. The future occupations of the girls vary in popularity from being a secretary to a farmer or explorer; 
the boys' ambitions vary from sports writer to florist. From a spectator's viewpoint baseball and football are the 
favorite sports; while as active participants, the girls like horseback-riding and swimming, and the boys still prefer 
football. "Ike" is the top candidate for President, according to the freshmen. Most of us seem to watch television, 
as thirty-nine of the class have sets in their homes. 













Joanne Puotinen, Diane Doubleday, Judy Stofer, Carol Hartman, Shirley Van Valkenburg, Wanda Hoare 
Gladys Graham 
Dick Schreiber, Alfred Snow, Susan Locke, Chuck Doornbos, Fred Klinger, Jane Haney, Annette Douglas. 
Dinny Lintvedt, Sandra Spann, Barbara Born, Joanne Balch, Tamsin Malone, Judy Hayward, Koren Brower. 
Ben Allgor, Jon Rood, Bruce Berg, Lee Standish, Gerry West, Tom Manning, Sherry Taylor 
Tom Howson, Richard Tanis, Bob Gibson, Norm Marcusse, Ray LaZotte, Sally Clark, Peggy Patten 










Alan Glendening, Dan Ward, Lewis Owen, Dave Sackett 
Jim Otis, David Eaton, Bob Medema, Merton Norman 
Joan Newton, Helen Alman, Charlene Shultz, Marcia Howard 
Jim Causey, Peter Platt, Denny Bryan, Larry Keyes 
Dave Sackett, Norm Marcusse, David Goudzward, Pat Squires, Fred Klinger 
Don Moss, Alfred Wise, David Swoap, Dave Corning 
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Mill1cent Hafer, Peggy Patte 
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STUDENT COUNCIL OFFICERS 
Standing: Mr. Deur, advisor; George Hager, vice-president; Ted Emerson, president 
Sitting: Clare Gemrich, treasurer; Nancie Strome, secretary 
StuJent Council 
With its officers returning full of new ideas from the National Convention in Wellesley, Massachusetts, this year's 
Student Council started off with many new and different ideas. 
For the first time the students were given Cub Sense, booklets of information important to all. 
With the annual Get Acquainted Dance as an opener, the social program got under way. The annual magazine 
sale was held in the fall, and after a very successful campaign enough money was made so that we could help the 
athletic and social programs. 
Our council worked again this year with the P. T. S. 0. in obtaining many improvements. 
State High took an active interest in the Cooperative Association of Southwestern Michigan Student Councils, as 
our president and secretary served as the association's president and secretary treasurer. The counci I officers also took 
part in the regional council meeting held at the University of Michigan and in a meeting of the new Wolverine 
athletic league at Allegan. 
For the first time a council honor roll, consisting of the people who had helped the school in extra ways, was 
written into the minutes. 
The Monitor-Highlights luncheon climaxed a very active year in the history of our Student Council. 
The entire council wants to thank Mr. Raymond Deur, its spomor, for his help and guidance this year. 
All the council committees worked extra hard this year, and the good assemblies, the improved hall and noon hour 
program, and the increased school spirit were a few of the results of their work in a year that had more than its 














John Thayer, Don Kilgore, Pete Platt, Al Wise, Dave Swoap, Fred Watterson, Ron Kilgore, Frank 
Goodrich, John Weber 
Dick Forward, Sandy Woodworth, Dick Defreese, Pat Ryan, Al Gemrich, John Warfield, Connie White 
Eva Aube, Rosemary Buckham, Harper Atherton, Duke Peterson 
Bev Swoap, Carole Smith, Janet Snow, Charlene Pellowe, Nancy Woodworth, Mary Thomson, 
Ann Mahoney, Pat Perigo 
Dick Forward, John Thayer, Alfred Snow, Alan Glendening, Joe Scott, Jerry Harwood, Bob Horn, 
Gerry Post, Al Gemrich, Dave Swoap 
John Weber, Dick Defreese, Eva Aube, Jim Otis, Julie Davis, Polly Allen, Dona Endsley, Duke Peterson 
Beverly Swoap, Janet Snow, Janet VanHoeve, Lyn Cassady, Sandra Spann, Annette Douglas, 
Aldamarie Seaver, Penny Farr 
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STUDY HALL MONITORS 
Top Row: Bob Horn, Moynard Nieboer, Jon Sebaly, Dick Defreese 
Middle Row: Polly Allen, Diane Pu llan, Joan Stiles, Pat Perigo, Howard Hoyt 
Bottom Row: Bev. Swoap, Eva Aube, Lilla Eliet, Clare Gemrich, Rosemary Buckham 
�onitorJ 
For many years State High has been very proud of its unique monitor system. The purpose of the monitor staff is 
to promote good self-government, and it functions in the study halls, office, and halls. Members are selected on 
scholastic ability and good citizenship. This year the monitors are under the direction of Mrs. Monroe. 
A booth at the Hi-Y carnival was sponsored by this organization. The monitors held their annual spring dance, 
which has always been one of the big social events on the school calendar. As is the tradition, the entire staff was 
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Bill Govier, Al Gemrich, John Littig, Brooks Godfrey, John Warfield, Ed Morseau, Joe Gillis, 
Jack Behrens, John Thayer, Dick Wilsey. 
Pat Eliet, Bernadine Paull, Ernestine Howe, Pete Shook, Cathy Meyers, Miriam Leimer, 
Bobby Gleason, Janet Hughes. 
Pat Dougherty, Carol Rice, Kathryn Wood, Sue Anderson, Ann Mahoney, Gail Hubbell, 
Martha Braden. 
Sally Schrier, Nancie Strome, Sandy Woodworth, Lois Harvey, Vivian Smith, Ruthmary Persons. 





</ ( ', 
Suzanne Gilbert, Mr. Cooper, Klly Peelen, Carol Neff, 
Mary Kuizenga, Carole Smith 
Jligklighl3 
The High I ights staff, under the direction of Mr. George K. Cooper, pub I ished its four-page newspaper every 
other week. 
In the fall the staff took in eight new members from the sophomore, junior, and senior classes to replace 
the members lost by graduation. We had eight members who were spending their second or rhird year on the 
staff. 
Our budget was increased by one hundred dollars, and we had candy sales to raise money for more cuts and 
pictures for the paper. 
On September 21, the first day of school, we put out a special six-page issue. The Christmas and gradu­
ation editions were also six pages long. 
We have tried to bring to the students of State High a complete and thorough coverage of news. We 
wanted to appeal to everyone's interests, give credit to those who deserve it, present talent in an original way, 
confirm important information, and uphold the high standards of State High School. 
Editor-in-Chief--------Mary Kuizenga 
News Editors----------Sue Sawyer, Penny Farr 
Sports Editor ------=---Kay Peel en 
Feature Editor---------Dot Cartland 
Art Editor ------------Suzie Gilbert 
Exchange Edi tor -------Pete Shook 
Photographer ----------John Weber 
Reporters--------Joan Stiles, Kate Randall, Lynda Spaulding, Carole Smith, Dave Schreiber, 
Carol Neff, Carolyn Fox, Phil Bruns, Nanette Slavin 
Advisor--------Mr. George K. Cooper 
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Dorothy Cartland, Sue Sawyer, Mary Kuizenga,
Dave Schreiber, PhiI Bruns (not in picture)
Penny Farr, Pete Shook, Carolyn Fox, John Weber, Kate Randall
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With unparalleled enthusiasm and a host of new ideas, the Highlander staff met early in the fall to plan the 
general theme of the book and apportion duties to the various committees. 
The business and subscription departments put their pride in their pockets and began immediately to solicit 
money. This was accomplished by selling advertisements to Kalamazoo businessmen and encouraging skeptical 
students to purchase a year book--this last, something like wringing blood from a turnip I 
Sport and feature idea-hounds spent their waking and sleeping hours collecting statistics for the numerous short 
write-ups. (These, incidentally, are fascinating I Have you read them?) All seniors will undoubtedly remember 
being relentlessly pursued by clans of "Highlanderers", who were looking for missing class polls and last wills. 
Members of the organizations and photography categories coordinated in arranging for club and committee pic­
tures. The first group collected the money, and the second aided Mr. Lininger in saying, "Look pretty, please. 
You must stop talking. Now, watch the birdie I" 
You may think the entire staff became somewhat confused and addled with election issues; but it was the art 
department that threw in ballot boxes and waved banners, and, finally, in an orgy of anarchy, beheaded the fac­
ulty. (See page 40.) 
Harmony, wholesome party spirit, and, usually, sanity were blended into a happy democracy by Chief-Executive­
Swoap, Veep-Sawyer, and Chief-Justice-Collins. 
Now that you've seen the results, how would you vote? Pro-Highlander, we hope! 
Editor-in-chief ••.•••. Beverly Swoap 
Associate Editor •••••• Suzanne Sawyer 
Business •••••••••••• Kate Randall, Carolyn Fox, Duke Peterson 
Features. ••••••••••• Dorothy Cartland, Addie-Anne Tolhurst, Janet Snow 
Sports ••••••••••••• Fred Di lno, Maynard Nieboer 
Subscriptions. ••.••••• Sally Schrier, Arburl Shook 
Organizations •••••••• Carole Smith, Kay Lougheed, Eleanor Alman 
Photography •.••••••• John Lemon, Ruthmary Persons, John Gibson 
Art •••..•••••••••• Suzanne Gilbert, Lilla Eliet, Nancy Magos, Carol Ann Smith 
Faculty Advisor ••.•.•. Mrs. Ellen Collins 
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Top Row--- Lilla Eliet, "Pete" Shook, Jockie Andrus, Martha
Braden, "Red" Gemrich, Charlene Shultz
Bottom Row- Eva Aube, Janet Snow, Kate Randall, Lyn Cassady
Committee 
The Assembly Committee, under the guidance of Miss Cleveland, has worked hard to present interesting
assemblies to the students. Along with the hard work, we all gained some wonderful memories. For instance,
the modern dancers wi11 never forget the hectic moments at Portage while Carol Hartman zoomed back to State
High to retrieve a record. We still chuckle over Ted and Bill Hoyt's game of "Hide and Seek" around the
curtain during the Hi-Y assembly. Do you remember when an esteemed speaker left the stage and left us with
twenty minutes to go---and nothing to fill the awful gap in time? Even our efficient Assembly Committee
chairman, Janet Snow, was stumped as to what to do next, for nobody wanted us anywhere, in hall or classroom I
These and the more serious, inspirational memories remain with us, rewards for the time and work involved in
presenting good assemblies.
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FLUTES: Catherine Myers, Jean iYorris, Carole Rice, Charlene Schultz. OBOE: Zoe Gideon. BASSOONS: 
John Gibson, John Lemon. CLARINETS: Corol Cessna, Richard Shumar, Beverly Johnson, Allen Shand, Shirley 
Van Valkenberg, Ronald White, James Stout, Richard Anson, Sandra Peterson, Willard Andrus, William Patmos, 
Joan Daugherty, Ruthmary Persons. SAXOPHONES: Gene Logan, Nancy Glidden, Tom Forward. CORNETS: 
Peter Long john, Robert Mindeman, Robert Graff, Phi I Bruns, Charles Straub, Jim Dyer, David Sackett, Judy Stofer, 
Fred Klinger, Richard Allers. HORNS: William Govier, Patricia Lynch. TROMBONES: Donald Neal, James 
Bowen, Edward Enz, Donna Burlington, Bonnie Peterson, Robert Holtz. BARITONES: John Thayer, Blaine Bur­
lington, Richard Fork. BASSES: Robert iYobie, Paul Wheater. PERCUSSION: Dick Forward, Norman Harvey, 
Smirle Weston, Shirla Jennings, Patricia Dougherty, iYorcia Howard. 
J3anJ 
This year's band group, under the capable direction 
ident; John Thayer, vice-president; and Pat Dougherty, 
and Jim Bowen, property man. 
of Dr. Elmer Beloof, was headed by Dick Forward, pres­
secretary; Phil Bruns, treasurer; John Lemon, librarian; 
The band got off to a big start in September, when it played at the fair. Before they hardly had time to 
catch their breath after the beginning of school, they were practicing marching to perform at the football games. 
It was cold, hard fun this time, and although two football games at which they were supposed to perform were 
canceled, our music-makers still played at many others to boost the team's spirit. 
A pep band, off-shoot of the larger group, proved a great asset in building up morale at the basket-ball games. 
If you' 11 remember, the last day of school before Christmas vacation the band played carols for us to sing. 
They helped the Percy Jones' boys get into the Christmas spirit by taking their traveling caravan and presenting 
a concert at the hosp i ta I. 
Al I the members who could, attended the fourth annual Tri-City Concert at Zeeland, where they srayed over­
night. The work was fun, but hard, too. 
The group still could not rest, for the Blue and Gold Revue date was rushing along toward them. With John 
Thayer as general chairman and Carol Cessna as publicity manager, the annual affair was very successful and was 
appreciated by a full house at the Civic Theatre. 
During Spring vacation the band traveled by bus with Paw Paw's musicians, under the guidance of Dr. Beloof 
and Mr. Mc Ember, to give a series of concerts in Northern Michigan. 
Plans for the remainder of the year include playing at the fifth and sixth Tri-City Concerts, held at Paw Paw 
and Kalamazoo, and at the opening game of the Lassies. In addition they anticipate a Pop Concert, a Memorial 
Day Parade, and a finale to a very successful year when they play on the library steps a Recognition Concert to 




Sandra Spann, Carol Clapp, Dawn Williams, Connie White, Ann Mahoney, 
Mary Thomson, Carolyn Buder, Marilyn Buder. 
Susan Locke, Carol Neff, Kay Peelan, Sandra Peterson, Glenna Behl, 
Bonnie Peterson, Ena Marie Rush, Penny Farr. 
Marianne Schau, Joan Biljum, Sandra Shreve, Peg Yntema, Charlene Pellowe, 
Judy Lyon, Janet VanHoeve. 
J3riJge Club 
The club with one of the largest enrollments this year was Bridge Club. Every Wednesday afternoon one 
could find several quartets of intent card players, concentrating on making their "little slam" or "four spades" 
bid. The "no-trump" experts would be diligently counting each trick, while the beginners struggled with diffi­
cult scoring problems--- Should the honor points go above or below the line?? It's important! 
Mrs Rogers and Mrs Osborn shared the responsibility of instructing and coaching the students in this game, 







Carole Ann Smith, Sally Schrier, Barbaro Born, Carol Hortman, Nancy Woodworth, Gladys 
Graham, Jane Haney. 
Helen Almon, Diane Pullon, Liliane Malone, Joan Kohrman, Nancy Magos, Gail Hubbell, 
Vivian Smith, Sally Clark. 
Judy Hayword, Koy Lougheed, Jackie Andrus, Addie-Anne Tolhurst, Joan Puotinen, Judy 
Stofer, Joanne Balch, Joanne Sisk. 
Bob Medema, Sue Buck, Dinny Lintvedt, Bobbie Gleason, Stevie Molone, Linnea Taylor, 
Miriam Leimer, Peggy Patten. 
Jim Otis, Ann Malotte, Joan Stimson, Darlene Chopin, Martha Broden, Ruthmory Persons. 
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Top Row-- Aldomarie Seaver, Dione Doubleday, Gloria Weiss, Ann Carleton, Margaret Borton, 
Bernadine Paull, Howard Hoyt, Phil Bruns, Jerry West, Jim Burger, Dean Griffith, 
Vicky Wenner, Julia den Bleyker, Georgianne McCrumb, Barbara Born, Natalie Borgman. 
Middle Row-- Jeon Hoag, Colette Curtenius, Dorothy Cartland, Marilyn Greenlee, Dick McCrumb, 
Frank Simmonds, Bob Carver, John Warfield, Bill Andrus, Larry Birtch, Pete Shook, 
Donna Burlington, Nancy Watterworth, Jean Yerden. 
Bottom Row-- Joan Harbeck, Nancy Everton, Carolyn Fox, Eno Marie Rush, Bob Peterson, Larry Littig, 
Jim Light, Bob Beisel, Don Perigo, Joel Shepherd, Bob Miles, Tim Otis, Judy Bree, 
Jeon Morris, Janice Babcock. 
C/ioir 
State High's potential candidates for the Met were under the direction of a new maestro this year, Mr. 
Jack Frey. As a result of his fine musical direction, Mr. Frey created better student cooperation and in­
creased the choir membership. 
The high school warblers were occasionally assisted in their scales and "do-mi-so-dos" by a selected few 
from the eighth grade choir. 
The main project of the year was a shortened version of "Oklahoma", which was presented as a port of 
the Blue and Gold Revue. Janet LaPlante and Bill Hoyt ably portrayed the romantic leads, Laurie and 
Curly; while Phil Bruns and Pete Shook rivaled professionals with their delightful interpretations of "Kansas 
City" and "I Coin't Soy No". 




Mory Thomson, Eva Aube, John Thayer, Ron Kilgore, 
John Warfield, Don Kilgore, Jerry Horwood, George 
Hoger, Sandy Woodworth, Penny Farr 
Rosemary Buckham, Julie Davis, Aldomorie Seaver, 
Janet Von Hoeve, Connie White 
Citizen3hip Committee 
Under the leadership of George Hoger, the citizenship committee >'igorously attacked the job of preparing 
posters for our halls. George hod a list of tricky titles which we used to attract students' attention; these 
slogans reminded everyone to be a good citizen. 
One main project was the locker clean-up, which proved to be very successful for the most port; however, 
we found it necessary to sponsor a second one. After the next check up, any owners of untidy lockers were 
called into the office, where necessary steps were token. (One drastic measure was to post the names of 
erring individuals on the bulletin board, much to the amusement of the culprits involved.) 
The second semester we sponsored the annual campus clean-up early in the spring. Al I students were asked 
to help during their study halls, and on that day the hillsides were decorated with enthusiastic paper-collec­
tors and sign-planters. The signs were silent reminders to "Keep Off Gross", and they were distributed in 
appropriate places about the campus. 























This year a debate team was reinstated at State High. The question chosen was "Resolved, that all American citi­
zens should be subject to conscription for essential service in time of war.11 
The affirmative debaters were Carol Cessna, the only experienced debater on the squad, and Suzanne Gilbert. 
Negative debaters were Bob Herman, Lyn Cassady, and Harper Atherton. 
After several discussion tournaments, the team got underway in official debates. 
lost their first two debates, with Battle Creek Lakeview and Grand Rapids Eastern. 
both squads won from Buchanan and Coldwater. 
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Both the negative and affirmative 




Janet, Snow, Ann Mahoney, Charlene Pel I owe, 
Judy Scott, Joan Sisk 
Marianne Schau, Bonnie Peterson, Glenna Behl, 
Eleanor Clark, Joan Stimson, Julie den Bleyker 
Clare Gemrich, Lilla Eliet, Marilyn Greenlee, 
Pat Perigo, Sue Anderson, Karen Brower, Shirley 
Van Valkenburg, Joan Harbeck 
9innette3 
When Finnettes was established last year, the merry mermaids hoped that their water ballet would become 
an annual affair. This year's show was evidence that it is well on its way to becoming a yearly event. The 
program, which was based on an international theme and entitled "The Cruise", was well splashed with lovely 
aquatic colors and lighting, and rippled along to the strains of familiar music belonging to the several coun­
tries represented. All members of the club worked conscientiously to make the show a memorable one. 
Besides the water ball et, F innettes sponsored a "play day" for al I the girls at State High, where the guests 
could swim, dance, and play basketball, volley ball, and ping pong. 
The constitution of Finnettes calls for a president, a vice-president (who is in charge of the show}, a secre­
tary, a treasurer, and a publicity chairman; the officers for this year were Ann Mahoney, Barbara Oakland, 
Charlene Pellowe, Marianne Schau, and Lilla Eliet, respectively. 





Dinny Lintvedt, Lilla Eliet, Joanne Balch, 
Nancie Strome, Judy Lyon, Lyn Cassady. 
Linnea Toylor, Miriam Leimer, Mary Jane Rodgers, 
Ruth Randall, Stevie Malone, Sally Reeves, 
Pete Shook, Marilyn Greenlee, Sandra Hicks. 
Dot Cartland, Carolyn Fox, Kathryn Wood, 
Diane Pullan, Bobbie Gleason, Joan Kohrman, 
Jean Hoag, John P lantefaber, Sandy Shreve. 
Committee 
The Friendship Committee was formed this year for the first time to promote better inter-school relations and 
fulfill any other function which comes under the caption of "friendship". The very first day of school each 
member of the faculty received a buttonaire or corsage and a little card welcoming him to another year at State 
High. Faculty corsages were also given out at Christmas time. Probably the most important job of the com­
mittee was their promotion of an inter-school council and a "Teen Column" in the Gazette. Besides these 
activities, Friendship Committee sent birthday cards to the students and wrote the thank-you notes for many 
school parties and activities. 
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9rienJj/iip 
Top Row-- Gail Wilson, Sally Hayward, Woody Yonder Linde, Jim Van 
Tassel, Gordon Berkhousen, Bonnie Peterson, Glenna Marie Behl, 
Janet Hughes 
Middle Row-- Bernadine Paull, Judy Hayward, Sharon Taylor, Diane Doubleday, 
Sally Reeves, Jean Hoag, Sandra Hicks, Judy Stofer, Jane Haney, 
Norma Wheater 
Bottom Row-- Joan Biljum, Marianne Schau, Sandra Close, Dorothy Smith, 
Nancy Woodworth, Joan Stimson, Gladys Graham 
�lee Club 
A new organization, the Glee Club, supervised by Mr. James Stauffer, consisted of twenty-four members re­
presenting all four classes. The purpose of the club was to promote a deeper enjoyment and appreciation of 
the various types of music .. Within the club were several smaller groups, which took a little of their outside 






Dick Anson, Blaine Burlington, Paul Keck, Dick Teugh, 
Skip Miller, George Tinkham, Chuck Doornbos, Howard 
Hoyt 
Pete Longjohn, Ken Storey, Larry Keyes, Tom Pattison, 
Al Wise, Dick Bommersbach, Bob Holtz, Don Smith 
Rolland Hoare, Dick Shumar 
Paul Wheater, Peter Platt, Dave Corning, Don Moss, 
Corby lewis, Jack Copeland, Fred Watterson, Jiggs 
Harbour 
Jli lJ Club
The purpose of the Hi-Y club is to promote, maintain, and extend throughout the school and community 
high standards of Christian character. Our group was under the sponsorship of Mr. Ernest Weber, who helped 
us greatly this year with our many problems. 
The club worked hard on the Hi-Y carnival this year, making it one of the best ever. Corby lewis was 
chairman of the Carnival. 
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Top Row-- Bob Gibson, Dave Corning, Jim Causey, Chuck Doorbos, 
Tom Pattison, Larry Keyes, Joe Scott, Merton Norman, 
Fred Klinger, Denny Bryan 
Middle Row-- Don Moss, Norm Marcusse, Don Kilgore, Dan Ward, Al 
Wise, Allan Glendening, David Eaton, Jim Van Tassel, 
Jim Burger, Jack Copeland, Jim Otis 
Bottom Row-- Ray LeZotte, Matt Peelen, Larry Weisman, Bob Harbeck, 
Gorden Berkhousen, Jerry Hawkins, Ron Kilgore 
Junior VarJity 
If you can train and sweat and slave and "yes" your betters, 
And workout till your legs and brains are numb, 
Then you can po Ii sh up your own wee I etters; 
On A-Week to the Temporary Building come; 
And if, in time, our Stevens Coach is willing, 
You'll be a GREAT BIG letter-man, my son. 
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Top Row-- Dawn Wi 11 iams, Beverly Johnson, Sandy Buck, Sue Snyder, Nancy 
Barnum, Georgia Miles 
Middle Row-- Marcia Howard, Ruth DeHaan, Karen Brower, Eleanor, Clark, 
Georgianne McCrumb, Beverly Griggs, Natalie Borgman 
Bottom Row-- Charlene Schultz, Aldamarie Seaver, Janet Van Hoeve, Ann 
Carleton, Carole Edgerton 
Knitting C/ul,
The Knitting Club, with the assistance of Miss Evelyn Steketee, worked on a number of projects this year. 
From mittens to sweaters, the girls knitted and chatted their way through many a club hour. Argyles were the 
general favorite, and several girls finished five pairs during the club periods. 
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c(i/e Saving Club
Top Row: Norman Harvey, 
Chuck Koons, Geo. Tinkham, 
Joe Gillis. 
Middle Row: Don Neal, Gene 
Logan, Dick Wilsey, Gerry 
Post, Joe McCarthy, Dave 
Powell. 
Bottom Row: Bob Carver, Vern 
VerHage, Corby Lewis, Ed 
Morseau, Tod Borst. 
The Life Saving Club under the direction of Mr. Clarence Hackney, was a full year club with the member­
ship limited to sixteen. The purpose of the club was to instruct and familiarize the boys with the fundamentals 
of lifesaving. Upon the completion of the course and the passing of a written examination at the end of the 
second semester, the boys were awarded their American Red Cross certificates and badges. 
Cke.1.1 Club 
Top Row: Dave Corning, 
Dave Schreiber, Wayne Carr, 
Geo. Tinkham, Joe McCarthy, 
Ed Sutton. 
Middle Row: Dick Shumar, 
Jerry Harwood, Dick Fork, 
Harper Atherton, Frank 
Goodrich, Don Allen. 
Front Row: Jon Rood, Dick 
Schreiber, Tom Johnson, 
Pat Ryan, Bob Britigan. 
The knight charged up to the castle, crying triumphantly, "Checkmate!", while the queen, with the assistance 
of the bishop, tried frantically to help the king escape from his dangerous position •••• No, this is not a medieval 
melodrama; it is merely the climax of an exciting chess game taking place at our own dear alma mater. 
The Chess Club provides entertainment for both beginners and experienced players. It is under the able direct­
ion of Mr. Hackney, who is well-qualified to teach the mathematical approach to the game (if there is such a 
thing!) 
This year'[ members scheduled a tournament in which games were played according to a percentage. At the 





Lillo Eliet, Clore Gemrich, Kathryn Wood, Judy Scott,
Judy Bree, Pat Eliet, Charles Maloney, John Plantefaber,
John Weber, Jim Bowen, (not in picture.)
Gloria Weiss, Janet LaPlante, Ena Rush, Tamsin Malone,
Barbara Born, Nancie Strome.
.AtaJquerJ Club
Masquers is an organization of students who are especially interested in dramatics. Our purpose is to learn
more about this field and to do some actual work in it ourselves. Speakers and demonstrations at our meetings
taught us about many phases of theatrical production, such as makeup, stage design, settings and props, and
acting techniques. We olso enjoyed doing creative acting, charades, pantomines, and reading of play scripts.
The high points of the year were, of course, the plays we sponsored, in which everyone participated, either
as part of the cast or as one of the equally important backstage crew who never appear before the foot!ights.
11 Many Moons 11, a children's play, was given in the fall. At Christmas we expressed the holiday spirit in





Liliane Malone, Carol Hartman, Barbara Born, Tomsin Malone 
Carolyn Fox, Dorothy Cartland, Eva Aube, Pete Shook, Lilla Eliet 
AtoJern :bance C/ul, 
On Tuesday and Thursday afternoons, ten barefoot girls in leotards practice leaps, stretches, prances, stretches, 
fol Is, stretches, and stretches. 
Under the expert guidance of Mrs. Helen Brown of the college faculty, these girls learn the basic fundamen­
tals of modern dance and perform frequently for various school activities. 
This year, in addition to appearing in assemblies and the Blue and Gold Revue, they also did several dances 
in a program which was part of Western's festival of Arts. 
The 1951-1952 additions to the repertoire included "Syncopated Clock", "Alice Blue Gown", and "Goofus" 
(all in the lighter vein), and also "The City", a more serious project. 







Harper Atherton, Bob Harbeck, Ron White, Alan Shand, 
Rob Groff, Bob Holtz, Jim Stout 
Dick Bommersboch, Gerry Post, Norman Marcusse, 
Ray LeZotte, Dick Allers, Dick Anson, Bob Mabie, 
Bill Patmos 
Bruce Berg, Jack Holly, Ben Allgor, Bob Mindeman, 
Charles Straub, Tom Forward, Jim Dyer, Bob Woody 
.Jtovie Operator3 C/ul,
The Movie Operators' Club was formed for the express purpose of teaching students the uses of the audio­
visual machines. The club members acquire ability in operating not only movie projectors, but wire recorders 
and tape recorders. After demonstrating that he hos mastered the technique, a student may operate the pro­
jectors whenever one of his teachers intends to show a movie in class. The knowledge gained in this club 
proves almost invaluable outside of school as well as in school. 
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Bottom Row-- Bonnie Peterson, Jackie Andrus, Addie-Anne Tolhurst, 
Eleanor Alman, Lilla Eliet 
Middle Row-- Dorothy Cartland, Sally Schrier, Eva Aube, Bev Griggs, 
Carolyn Buder, Eleanor Clark 
Top Row-- Kate Randall, Carol Clapp, Carol Ann Smith, Dave 
Swoap, Jim VanTassel, Ray Harbour 
r/?eJ Cro33 
The Junior Red Cross Committee consists of one representative from each home room and others who are in­
terested in Red Cross work. 
The first big project for this school year was the preparation of the Thanksgiving baskets. The committee 
collected and packed enough food for ten needy families. Christmas caroling for Percy Jones Hospital was 
planned as a December project. Decorations for a New Year and a February dance were made and put up at 
the Veteran's Hospital. Thus was ended a busy year for the Junior Red Cross Committee. 
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Top Row-- Vern VerHage, Rolland Hoare, Dick Teugh, Brooks Godfrey, 
Bob Woody, Dave Powell 
Middle Row-- Dave Sackett, Don Flower, Don Kilgore, Matt Peelen, 
Dick Kremer 
Bottom Row-- Bob Gibson, Denny Bryan, Pete Platt, Ron Kilgore, Jim 
Burger, Di ck Fork, Duke Peterson 
/?i/le Club 
One of the new organizations added to State High's activity list this year was the Rifle Club. It started 
with a bang under the direction of three able sharp-shooters, Mr. Stevens, Mr. Walters, and Mr. Stauffer. 
The weekly shooting matches we,·e held at the R.O.T.C. range in the basement of the Men's Gym. A and B 
week members were pitted against each other in a tournament, wherein sighting skill and a steady trigger finger 
were necessary factors. 
The boys enjoyed this friendly competition between themselves, but they took special care not to get too 
expert at handling the fire-arms. They were afraid the draft board might discover them and say, "Uncle Sam 
wants YOU I'' 
We are happy to report that the faculty sponsors of Rifle Club survived the year without serious mishap; how­
ever, the other day we did happen to overhear Mr. Stauffer remark that he was all shot! (No bullet holes were 





Dick Defreese, Ed Sutton, Al Gemrich, Jon Sebaly, 
Jerry Hawkins, Dick Teugh, Skip Miller, Joe 
McCarthy, Frank Goodrich, Jack Behrens 
Bob Anson, Bruce Brown, John Thayer, David Eaton, 
Gordon Copeland, Lqrry Miller, Gerry Post, John 
Littig, Jim Hawkins, Bob Harback 
Ken Fricke, Ken Cobb, Pat Ryan, Tom Johnson, John 
Keyser, Bob Britigan, Maynard Nieboer 
''S'' Club 
The 11S11 club this year was under the direction of Mr. Roy Walters, a new member of our coaching staff. 
The club sti II stands, as in the past, a group of varsity letter winners. Its purpose is the further development 
of the athletic program and is a service organization for the entire school. 
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Top Row--- Diane Doubleday, 
Janet Hughes, 
Bobbie Gleason, 
Sally Reeves, Martha 
Braden, Linnea Taylor, 
Jean Hoag, Pat Eliet 
Middle Row-Polly Allen, Stevie 
Malone, Liliane 
Malone, Julie Davis, 
Dona Endsley, Judy 
Scott, Judy Bree, 
Sandra Spann, 
Barbara Born 
Bottom Row-Joan Stiles, Sue 
Sawyer, Ann Mahoney, 
Peg Yntema, Pat Perigo, 
Janet Snow, Carol 
Hartman, Joanne 
Puotinen 
Top Row--- Janet Laplante, 
Clare Gemrich, 
Carolyn Fox, Ken 
Storey, Dick Wilsey, 
Louis Johnson, John 
Weber, Bob Herman 
Midd I e Row- Kate Randa 11, 
Miriam Leimer, 
Cathy Meyers, 
Diane Pullan, Gail 
Hubbell, Bev Griggs, 
Sally Schrier, Lilla 
Eliet, Eva Aube, 
Sally Clark 




Stofer, Gloria Weiss, 
Ruthmary Persons 
eOH£HUtiu 
The Social Committee this year was extra large, representing every homeroon. The function of the committee was 
to help plan all school social activities and incorporate new ideas on publicity and decorations. 
The committee tried during the year to put on as many different kinds of dances as possible. Each was built around 
a certain theme, from "Monkeyshines" to "Davy Jones' Locker." The social calendar started very successfully with 
the annual "Get Acquainted" dance in the fall, where all new students and faculty members could meet the rest of 
the student body. Sock-hops, square dances, skirt 'n sweater get-togethers, and jean jives followed throughout the 
year. In the fall, for the first time, a big inter-school Homecoming party, the "Tri-Hi-Hop," was put on with Central 
and St. Augustine. With the money the committee made on the Booster dance, "Indian Summer," a football dinner 
was given for all varsity football letter winners at Louie's Restaurant. The annual Christmas Formal, "Northern Fan­
tasy," highlighted the 1951 Yule season. Two dress-up turnabouts, "Cindrella's Ball" and Hearts 'A Flutter," gave 
each State High girl the chance to ask the boy of her choice. A very successful social year was brought to a close 
with the Spring Formal and a farewel I dance. 
Two new types of social activities were held in the spring, a dance following a band concert and an all-school 
skating party. 
















Middle Row- Ray LeZotte 





















Sheri a Jennings 
Bottom Row- Helen Almon 
Dinny Li ntvedt 




Bottom Row - Don Moss, Ron Kilgore, Rob Groff, Dole Wilson, Woody Vonder Linde, Joan Sisk. 
<J "4oeL eLu/J. 
Ulysses may be known for his wanderings, but he hos nothing on the members of State High's Travel Clubl 
They hove planned a colossal summer trip this year, with Isle Royal, on island in Lake Superior, as their 
destination. 
Besides discussing arrangements for this major project, the club periods were spent in showing interesting 
movies and slides on Michigan and surrounding areas. 
In December, as on added enterprise, the Travel Club also sponsored a sliding party which took place in 
bock of the Men's Gym. 
Hove fun on your expedition this summer, kids! 
('_,t 
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We3ternaire3 
Phil Bruns, Norm Harvey, Dick Forward, Jim Bowen, Gene Logan
Otker Clubj 
SQUARE DANCE CLUB
The Square Dance Club (Swing your partners, balance all I) is a new organization at State High School.
(Swing that girl with the waterfall I) The group is sponsored by the girl's physical education teacher, Miss
Margaret Large. (Swing that sweet-faced lady!) The club feels that it is doing "reel" well; it has a total
of twenty-four members and meets each week.
Next year the school, they say, will find a square-dance booth at the Hi-Y Carnival. We'll meet you there
in the a I lemande I eft---and a dos-a-dos to you I
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ENSEMBLE 
The Ensemble Club was started here at State High four years ago to give members of the band a chance to 
play in smaller groups. One group, made up of Bob Mindeman, Charles Straub, David Sackett, and Jim Bowen, 
received a first rating in the Southwestern Michigan solo and ensemble contest. During the year these four boys 
played in a school assembly presented by the choir and band; this program also included a clarinet quartet and a 
trumpet solo. 
FINANCE COMMITTEE 
The Finance Committee was composed, for the most part, of the homeroom treasurers. Their main project was 
the magazine sale. Every day during the sale the committee members would take their little brown envelopes 
and rob their fellow classmates of the money for magazines; then they would trot down to the office with the 
cash clutched in their hot little fists. Next the committee chairman, Clare Gemrich, spent hours checking, 
adding, counting, re-checking, re-adding, re-counting, and usually arriving cit the grand total of one split head­
ache. However, the magazine sale was a huge success, with a profit of abaut eight hundred and fifty dollars, 
and the Finance Committee deserves a great deal of credit for their efforts. 
GREAT BOOKS CLUB 
This year's Great Books Club was under the sponsorship of Mrs. Rogers, and though lacking in membership, it 
more than made up for this defect by the active and enthusiastic response of the members. Good evidence of 
this statement was shown by last semester's club, consisting of Robin Rose, Penny Farr, Mary Alice Kuizenga, 
Bill Govier, Bob Maybe, and Bill Patmos. The Club undertook the responsibility of securing and sponsoring the 
movie David Copperfield, which was seen and enjoyed by all State High English classes. 
Energetic book worms who were initiated to the second semester work were Anne Wise, Sharon Taylor, and 
Lyn Cassady. They devoted their meetings to reading aloud famous short stories and discussing some of the 
3reat baoks of all times. 
HEAL TH COMMITTEE 
The duties and services of the Health Committee have never been very well advertised around State High, 
but the members have done an excellent job this year in helping us all to keep well and strong. They didn't 
hand out vitamin pills or pop thermometers into the mouths of anemic-looking individuals; but, with Duke 
Peterson (a perfect example of a healthy, red-blodded American) as chairman, they did promote several well­
organized projects. 
One of these was the blood-typing program. Although we may have dreaded the monstrous-sized needle at 
the time, we realized that this was truly a fine protective service and managed to survive the ordeal. 
The Health Committee also cooperated with the X-ray program, and arranged to have the machine brought to 
State High. Another topic of discussion was the possibility of purchasing a glass case for food sales. These 
plans were suggested to the college, but they did not go through. Perhaps this would make a good project for 
next year I 
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LIBRARY COUNCIL 
There ore twenty-seven members of the Library Council, ranging from eighth grade to twelfth. Everyone who 
is in the Library Council works in the library at least once a week, toking care of the desk, the shelves and 
volumes, mending torn bindings, arranging files, and collecting money for overdue books. Miss Lowrie is always 
ready to help if we run into difficulty. We hope to join the Michigan Student Librarian Association in April. 
QUIET GAMES 
Every Wednesday afternoon a large sign is hung on the door of 15A or 223A; it reads "QUIET". One might 
think that this sign indicates on important Congressional meeting, but such is not the case. It is merely a 
session of the Q uiet Gomes Club, where the "strong, silent type" of State High are ploying checkers, chess, 
and various cord games. Mr. Weber and Mrs. Monroe alternately direct the activities of the novel club--­
tolking, we've no doubt, with their hands to the dumb of our school, and making sure no hush money is 
exchanged. Sh-hi 
PEP COMMITTEE 
The main purpose of the Pep Committee is to arouse school spirit and encourage better attendance at the 
games. This year the members met every Monday noon under the leadership of chairman, Sandy Woodworth. 
Faculty advisors, Mrs. Monroe and Mr. Deur assisted them through man y difficulties. 
The committee bravely faced the problem of scheduling buses for games; unfortunately, however, their efforts 
were in vain, for this form of transportation was expensive, and the students did not support the buses. All 
games were advertised by posters, blackboard notices, and announcements sent through the "Monitor Moil". 
Another task of the Pep Committee was to pion entertainment during the half-time of home games. For this 
purpose, Mr. Jerse, the Pep Bond, and the bond as a whole provided good entertainment as wel I as promoting 
school enthusiasm. 
The pep assemblies this year varied from the comical to the educational. Some of the most successful ones 
were the panel on sportsmanship, the explanation of bosketbol I techniques, and the cheering contest between 
classes. The Spring Sports Assembly was the final big project of the year. The committee wishes to thank Bob 





- - Spring 1951
BACK RO¼': Mr. T. Cooper, coach, J. Littig, F. Dilno, J. Sebaly, L. John­
son, J. Behrems, F. Goodrich. FRONT ROW: P. Ryan, D. \/robe!, Caprain 














State High 4, Portage 2 
State High 2, Holland 5 
State High 2, Holland 5 
State High 0, St. Joe 7 
State High 2, Dowagiac 5 
State High, Conference-1st 
State High 4, Dowagiac 2 
place 
Vrack State High, Regionals-1st place 
FRONT ROW: B. Godfrey, L. Miller, G. Copeland, A. Gemrich, A. Miller, D. Carter, K. 
Fricke, J. Scott, J. Copeland, J. \Varfield. BACK ROW: Coach E. Hale, J. Dollahan, \I. 
Verhage, D. Teugh, D. Roth, A. Howard, B. Hoyt, E. \Villiams, K. Sherman, Assistant Coach 
Smith. 
Letter Winners 










Richard Teugh, Captain-elect 
Vern Ver Hage 
John Warfield 
1. Dowagiac 
1 . St. Joseph 
Triangular Meets 
2. South Haven




Three Rivers defeated State High, 




LEFT TO RIGHT: C. Lewis, B. Carver, R. Chipps, P. Coffield, J. Gelder, Coach J. Hill. 
.ia�eball 
FIRST RO\V: T. Emerson, R. Weaver, J. R. Hawkins, C. Kirkpatrick, F. Hubbell, R. De­
freese, D. Gill, R. Harback, G. Shugars, T. Johnson, R. Graff, R. Woody, R. Street. SECOND 
RO\V: Coach Stevens, K. Cobb, A. Hackman, J. Gillis, F. Maher, L. \Veisman, M. Peclcn, 
R. Britigan, \V. McConachie, R. Hoare, V. Hoffman, G. Hawkins, C. Maloney, J. Thayer, 
J. Boylan, Ass't Coach Hage. 
Clair Kirkpatrick, Captain 
Letter Winners 
John Gelder, Captain 
Letter Winners 
Ron Chipps, Robert Carver, Pot 
Coffield, John Gelder, M:iynard 
Nieboer. 
State High 1, Three Rivers 11. 
State High 0, St. Joe. 6. 
*State High 361, Holland 359. 
State High 2, Three Rivers 10. 
State High 1, Dowagiac 11. 
State High in Conference -
6th place. 
State High 3, Dowagiac 9. 
State High 2, St. Joe. 10. 
*State High 351, Holland 351. 
*The tote I strokes of the team












5, Allegan l. 
1 , South Haven 7. 
7, Three Rivers 3. 
16, Niles 9. 
7, Allegan l. 
2, Marshall 6. 
, Buchanan (rain) 
l, St. Joseph 2. 
3, Dowagiac 2. 
, South Haven (rain) 
Robert Britigon, Ken Cobb, Dick Defreese, Ted Emerson, Don Gill, Alon 
Hockman, Richard Howkins, Vern Hoffman, Fred Hubbell, Tom Johnson, 
Clair Kirkpatrick, Joe McCarthy, Bill McConachie, Glen Shugars, Ron Weaver. 
State High placed Dick Defreese, Clair Kirkpatrick and Fred Hubbell 
on the all-city baseball team. 
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VarJitg 9ootball 
Top Row Henry George, Dick Teugh, Charles Ocvirek, Gerry Hawkins, Tom Kreilick, Bob Harbeck, 
Tom Johnson, Wayne Carr 
Middle Row: Dale Wilson, Dick Kremer, Al Hackman, Don Gill, Maynard Nieboer, Dick DeFreese, Stan Vine, 
Ken Fricks - Captain, Coach Walters 
Bottom Row: Ted Emerson, Jim Hawkins, George Hager, Ken Cobb, Gerry Post, John Keyser, John Thayer 
/?eJerve 9ootball 
Top Row Ron Kilgore, Alan Glendening, Jim Otis, Dan Ward, David Goudzward, Bob Mabie, Pat Ryan, 
John Schensul 
Middle Row: Denny Bryan, Pat Squires, Charles Straub, Larry Weisman, Al Gemrich, Brooks Godfrey, Don Kilgore, 
Fred Watterson, Dave Swoap, Jim Van Tassel, Joe Scott, Coach Walters, Manager Dave Eaton 
dottom Row: Coach Stevens, Joe Gillis, Gordon Berkhousen, Jerry Harwood, Bob Meek, Jon Sebaly, Matt 
Peelen, John Warfield, Ray Harbour 
9ootball 1951 
During the course of the post autumn State High was destined to complete its lost footbol I season in the 
rugged Big Seven Conference. Our new coach, Roy G. Wolters from Minnesota, welcomed bock a comparative­
ly veteran team--in spite of a few unfilled positions in the line--and on up-and-coming group of freshmen who 
showed a lot of promise. The old backfield came back intact, but lacked a proper amount of depth, which 
proved to be a detrimental factor as the season progressed. 
As in preceding years, we opened the season with our traditional foe, the Portage Mustangs. The first 
quarter was even, but hard fought. Then Ken Fricke opened the second quarter by starting on an end sweep, 
cut to his inside, behind fine blocking, and sped 81 yards to paydirt. This seemed to toke the fight out of the 
opposition, for in the last half Fricke scored twice and we went on to victory, 20 to 0. 
The next week we made the long trek to Buchanon for our first conference game with the Bucks. The con­
test was hard fought, but in the end the Bucks' superior blocking paid off as we went down to defeat, 13 to 7. 
In our secong game in a row with the top teams in the conference, we met the rugged St. Joe Bears. 
Nevertheless, we rose to the occasion in the first half and drove the Bears back on their heels to hold them to 
a scoreless first-half tie. In the second half, however, the roof fell in, for they scored three quick touchdowns 
in the early part of the third quarter. In the fourth quarter Maynard Nieboer broke off tackle for a 44 yard 
touchdown romp for our only score. St. Joe went on to win, 32 to 7. 
In our third game of the season we again met a conference foe, the powerful Vikings of Niles. Many of 
our starting eleven were injured and sat the rest of the game on the bench. We never even got started and 
were overwhelmed, 47 to 0. 
The next week we engaged Dowagiac at Waldo 
of fumbilitis and Dowogioc's team was very "hot. 11 
juries, which spelled defeat for us, 27 to 0. 
Stadium in another conference game. But we hod on attack 
Added to this fact, we were somewhat hampered by in-
The fol lowing week we traveled to South Haven to meet the South Hoven Roms. We held the upperhond 
most of the night, but couldn't seem to score, except once on a 40 yard poss ploy that was nullified by a 
holding penalty. South Hoven scored on a 70 yard poss ploy, and we were defeated, 7 to 0. 
Our next out-of-town game was ployed against Three Rivers, our lost Big Seven encounter. We kept on al­
most even terms for the first half, but in the second half their passing game proved our undoing, and we were 
defeated, 33 to 14. Ken Fricke and Maynord Nieboer each scored once. 
In what proved to be our lost game of the season, we ployed Fremont High in a mixed snow-and-rain 
storm in a sea of mud. Maynord Nieboer counted once on a poss ploy, and Ken Fricke scored twice on short 
end sweeps. In the dying seconds Fremont scored a touchdown to overt a shutout, and we won, 20 to 6. 
What we hod intended to be our lost game of the season with Bottle Creek Lakeview was canceled because 
there was too much snow on the ploying field. 
On defense, linebacker Stan Vine and guard George Hoger stood out, with Vine being named on the All­
Conference defensive platoon. On offense, the running of Ken Fricke and the passing of Don Gill and Dick 
Defreese were invaluable. 
Captain-elect Ken Fricke and Captain George Hoger were placed on the All-City team. 
The letter winners were George Hoger, Gerry Post, Ken Cobb, Ted Emerson, Maynord Nieboer, John Thayer, 
Ken Fricke, Stan Vine, Al Hockman, Henry George, Dick Defreese, Don Gill, Jerry Howkins, Tom Kreilick, 
Jim Howkins, Bob Harbeck, and Charles Ocvirek. 
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John ihoyer ,. 
Ken Cobb, Maynard Nieboer, Ted Emerson, Ed Sutton, George Tinkham, Tom Johnson, Bab Britigan, 
Jim Eisman, Gorden Berkhousen, Bob Anson, Dick Defreese, Bill McConachie, John Keyser, Pat 
Rya·ri, Stark Marshal I, Al Wise, John Warfield, Don Neal, Gerry Hawkins, Jiggs Harbour, Brooks 
Godfrey, Fred Watterson, Al Howard, Matt Peel en, Bab Carver . 
.ia3ketball 
In early March the State High Cubs closed the books on a comparatively unsuccessful basketball season, but 
looked forward hopefully to an improved showing in the new Wolverine League, which begins operation next 
fall. In their final season of basketball competition in the strong Big Seven Conference, State won only two 
of twelve league encounters and finished the .regular season with a record of two wins against fourteen defeats. 
Tournament competition proved to be equally distasteful for Coach Arden Detert's boys. The local quintet bowed 
in the opener of the Plainwell district play-offs to a powerful Allegan five, 63-45. 
One bright spot came in midseason, when State High upset a winning Buchanan club in a thrilling see-saw battle, 
44-43. With only two minutes left in the game, Tom Johnson tied the score at 42-all. A minute and a half later the 
promising junior added a one-handed clincher to bring victory. 
Soon after, the season-long superb efforts of Ed Sutton finally paid off when South Haven came to town. Scoring 
his high for the year, 25 points, Sutton was aided by admirable team support. The Cubs passed well, hit on 35 per 
cent of their field goal attempts, and were further sparked by commendable floor games turned in by Maynard Nieber 
and Dick Defreese. 
Sutton won individual honors as he was named to both the All-Conference and All-City teams. 
State wi 11 miss the services of Maynard Niebor, Ted Emerson, Bab Anson, and Ken Cobb, who are graduating 
seniors. Improvement of the squad is expected next year, however, as many of the '51-'52 team members will have 
gained valuable experience. Juniors Ed Sutton, Tom Johnson, Dick Defreese, Bill McConachie, John Keyser, George 
Tinkham, Ken Fricke, and Don Gill, present captain, will return. Sophomore Bob Britigan will be back, along with 
such outstanding reserve prospects as John Warfield, Al Howard, and Pat Ryan. 
The reserves, under Coach Fred Stevens, fared a little better than the varsity, winning six of sixteen tilts. 
Varsity Results: 
State High ---- 40 Otsego ----------- 44 State High ---- 46 Allegan---------- 60 
State High ---- 24 Portage ----------- 44 State High ---- 53 Niles ----------- 65 
State High ---- 37 Niles ----------- 57 State High ---- 55 South Haven ----- 44 
State High ---- 40 Allegan ---------- 81 State High ---- 38 South Haven ----- 50 
State High ---- 50 Dowagiac --------- 53 State High ---- 31 Dowagiac -------- 45 
State High ---- 45 St. Joseph -------- 76 State High ---- 35 St. Joseph ------- 85 
State High ---- 42 Three Rivers ------ 77 
State High ---- 44 Buchanan --------- 43 
State High ---- 33 Three Rivers ----- 68 
State High ---- 34 Buchandn -------- 57 
Class B District at Plainwell 









Matt Peelen, Al Hackman, Stan Vine, Dick Defreese, Don Gill, Joe Gillis, Chuck Ocvirek, Joe
McCarthy, Tom Johnson, Coach Walters, Vern Hoffman
Third Row :
Dick Bommersbach, Blaine Burlington, Merton Norman, David Eaton, Bob Mindeman, Allan Glendenning
Bill McConachie, Bob Harbeck, Tom Manning, Dick Street, Ken Cobb
Bottom Row : Ted Emerson, Larry Weisman, Jerry Hawkins, Bob Britigan, Gorden Berkhousen, Ray Harbour
As in past years, in 1952 the State High baseball club should experience another successful season. Main losses
suffered through graduation were outstanding pitchers, Clair Kirkpatrick and Dick Hawkins; a good catcher, Glen
Shugars; and an excellent outfielder, Fred Hubbell. Coach Fred Stevens, who holds a fine record with Cub baseball
teams, will face the difficult task of replacing these stand-out performers.
Returning lettermen include Bob Britigan, Ken Cobb, Dick
Hoffman, Tom Johnson, Joe McCarthy, and Bill McConachie.
strength.
Defreese, Ted Emerson, Don Gill, Alan Haddman, Vern
Several promising lower classmen should al I additional
Co-captain Ted Emerson, Stan Vine, Gordon Berkhonsen, and Gerry Hawkins will be competing for the
position. Joe Gillis, Ray Harbour, and Vern Hoffman aspire for pitching assignments. Joe McCarthy, Bob
Bill McConachie, Al Hackman, and Co-captain Dick Defreese will be fighting to retain infield positions.
outfield, Tom Johnson and Ken Cobb are returning as first-stringers.
The schedule is as follows:
April 2 Allegan --------------- Here
April 10 Buchanan-------------- There
April 16 South Haven ---------- Here
April 25 Three Rivers ---------- Here
April 29 Marshall -------------- Here
May Niles ----------------- Here
May 8 Dowagiac ------------- There
May 13 Allegan -------------- There
May 16 Marsha11 -------------- There
May 23 St. Joseph ------------ Here










Dick Schrieber, Ron Tanis, Don Neal, Jim Eisman, Fred Klinger 
Don Flower, Fred Dilno-Captain, Pat Ryan, Jon Sebaly, Norm Marcusse, Pete Platt, Al Wise 
Gerry Post, Jack Behrens, Frank Goodrich, Louie Johnson 
John Thayer, Jim Bowen, Dick Wilsey, John Littig, Jon Rood 
Hard work and plenty of it will be the theme of State's tennis squad this season, if they expect to repeat 
performances of past years. Only one of last season's first four men is returning. That one, John Littig, however, is 
the 1951 iregional and state class B singles champion. Hopes are high for his defense of these crowns. 
The Blue and Gold lost a good doubles combo in Jim Russel and Fred Dilno, state runners-up, conference and 
regional champs. Missing also from the court scene are letter-winners Bob Dalm, Roger Lininger, and Don Vrobel. 
Returning varsity lettermen include Jack Behrens, Frank Goodrich, Louis Johnson, John Littig, Pat Ryan, and Jon 
Sebaly. For the most part, positions on the team will be wide open, and since there are a number of prospects, 
several changes may take place during the season. Newcomers are Jon Rood, Alfred Wise, Peter Platt, Don Neal, 
Dick Schreiber, James Eisman, Don Flower, Dick Welsey, Norm Marcusse, and Ron Tanis. If they decide to come out, 
Gerry Post, John Thayer, and Jim Bowen will be valuable additions to the team. 
The team will be coached by Miss Prychitko. 
































Bob Carver, Don Word, Jim 
Cousey, Charles Stroub, Ron 
Kilgore, Dick Fork, Don Kilgore, 
/v\oynard Nieboer - Captain, Coach 
A. H. Detert. 
As hos happened in the post years, the golf team ventured out on the course with the first signs of spring. 
But we were hampered by the wet and muddy grounds which made us work hard in order to be ready for the 
first match. 
Lost year we didn't hove o very successful season; however, the outlook was much brighter this year. Only 
two lettermen, Captain Maynard Nieboer and Bob Carver, were returning this year, but there were a few 
promising underclassmen. Dick Fork, a transfer from our arch-rival St. Joseph, was expected to bolster the 
team, along with Don Kilgore, to replace the graduated John Gelder and Ron Chipps. 
The entire team consisted of /v\oynard Nieboer, Bob Carver, Dick Fork, Don Kilgore, Charles Straub, Dan 
Ward, and Jim Causey. 
The schedule runs from April l to /v\oy 24. 
Vrack 
Top Row: W. Corr, R. LeZotte, 
C. Doornbos, J. Boy­
lan, B. Andrus, J. 
Burger, F. Miller, D.
Swoap. 
Second Row: B. Hoyt, J. Hawkins, 
H. George, B. Brown,
G. Copeland, F.
Watterson, T. Johnson,
J. Copeland, J. Har­
wood, K. Cobb, D. 
T eugh-Capta in. 
Third Row: B. Godfrey, A. Gem­
rich, C. Randall, J. 
Scott, J. Van Tassel. 
Bottom Row: L. Miller, E. Sutton, 
K. Fricke, V. VerHoge, 
G. Tinkham, E. 
Morseau. 
When the notice calling for track candidates was announced, about thirty boys reported to new coach, Roy 
Walters. The returning lettermen this year were Captain Dick Teugh, John Warfield, Ken Fricke, Jim Hawkins, 
Larry Miller, Brooks Godfrey, Skip Miller, and Al Gemrich. Though the team this year still lacks proper 
amount of depth, essential on any track team, and much needed experience, their strongest asset is determination. 
The games are scheduled from Apri I 4 to /v\oy 24. 













The sentiments of this year's cheerleaders are aptly expressed in the opening VvOrds of our school song, 
"Here's to you, State High, school to· which we're true ... " Yes, these six students have certainly demon­
strated their loyalty on many occasions, and they have done wonders in boosting school spirit and leading 
yells at games. 
We had three veteran performers returning this year, Pot Perigo (captain), Patt Sprouse, and Mary Thomson. 
These three plus Fritz laCrone, a newcomer, helped to keep the varsity teams rolling. A good job was also 
done by the reserve cheerleaders, Ann Frey and Diane Doubleday. 
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WESTERN MICHIGAN COLLEGE 
A broader and growing curricula 
New and modern buildings with the latest in facilities 
Moderate in tuition and other costs 
Catalog on request 
Pau I V. Sangren 
President 
John C. Hoe jke 
Registrar and 
Dean of Administration 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 
Kanley Memorial Chapel 
Compliments 
of 
THE THERMINSUL CORP. 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 
Comp Ii men ts 
FLIPSE FLOWER SHOP 
1416 South Burdi ck 
General Electric Appliances 
M. HOWARD
GIDEON CO. 
The Year 'Round Toy Store 
925 South Burdick 
QUAKER FOODS 
Lee & Cady 
Distributors 
Comp I iments 
of 
Kalamazoo Phone 2-7534 MAIN CAFE 
Compliments 
of 
BOWEN AGENCY INC. 
702 Kalamazoo Bldg. 
Phone 8109 
Compliments of 
A. H. RANDALL MILL CO. 
Tekonsha, Michigan 




Wal I paper-Paints 
Varnish-Enamel 
Home of the 
Famous Snosheen 




425 W. Love I I St. 
Phone 4-6196 
MAY YOUR BEST YEARS BE AHEAD! 
As you c I ose the books on this schoo I year, 
here's hoping it was a good one . . .  and that there's 
an even better one ahead of you, in school or out. 
The First National Bank and Trust Company of Kalamazo 
Vicksburg . Ga I esburg • Parchment . PawPaw • Otsego 
Member F .D.I.C .-.r-""""r-' 
I 
VAHEY MUSIC CO.
479 W. Michigan Avenue
Baldwin Pianos & Baldwin Organs
Exclusively
BUDD'S





106 S. Burdick Street
CongratuIations
LABADIE ARTS & CRAFTS
Kalamazoo's Only Exclusive
Art Shop
249 W. Michigan Ave.








AUNT KATIE'S SHOPPE 
Kalamazoo 
GRAFT 
2110 Lake Street 
TRUCKING 
11THE PAPER FLEET" 
Compliments 
GET THE BEST --- GET 
CO .. INC. 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 
-
THE MICHIGAN BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY 
offers u npara II ed opportunity to 
girls in a business career. 
CHAS. H. BROWN & SON THE MUSIC SHOP 
Maude E. Stern 
General - Electric 
Home Appliances 
154 W. Michigan Ave. 
OAKLAND 
Michigan at Academy 
126 W. Michigan Avenue 
(In the Mey1::r Music Store) 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 
Latin and Greek you 
I earn from books, 
To Leo's you go for 
sharp good looks. 
Our blouses and frocks 
for campus queens, 
Will make you click 
beyond your dreams. 







GEORGE'S RADIO and 
APPLIANCE CO. 




Free Parking Space Available 
LEW HUBBARD INC. 
Mens Wear 
117 W. Michigan Ave. 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 
M. C. J. BILLINGHAM. 
INCORPORATED 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 
TAYLOR PRODUCE CO. 
Wholesale dealers 
in 





134 N. Burdick St. 




KALAMAZOO RETAIL FLORISTS 
ASSOCIATION 
THE DRUG SHOP 
Incorporated 
Professional Pharmacy 
121 E. South St. 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 
Phone 3-1253 
Best Wishes to the Class of 1952 From Your 
Stationery and Office Supply Dealer in Kalamazoo 
Sheaffer, Esterbrook, and Parker Pens 
Zipper and Regular Notebooks 
Brief Cases 
DOUBLEDAY BROS. & CO. 
241 E. Michigan Ave. Phone 5-0118 
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN 
Congratulations to the staff 
of the 
HIGHLANDER 
and best wishes to the students 
of State High School 
KALAMAZOO COLLEGE 
John Scott Everton, President 
c.w. LININGER
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